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ABSTRACT

The future wireless network is expected to be a heterogeneous network, which in

tegrates different Radio Access Technologies (RATs) through a common platform. A 

major challenge arising from the heterogeneous network is Radio Resource Manage

ment (RRM) strategy. Common RRM (CRRM) has been proposed in the literature 

to jointly manage radio resources among a number of overlapped RATs in an opti

mized way. RAT selection algorithm is one of the key research areas in CRRM. In 

the literature, a number of RAT selection algorithms have been proposed and some 

performance evaluations have been conducted. However, this area still has many chal

lenges. Some performance metrics still have not been evaluated well and the existing 

algorithms can be further improved.

In this thesis, some performance evaluations on a number of RAT selection algo

rithms have been carried out. The effects of load threshold setting on Load Balancing 

(LB) based RAT selection algorithm’s performance are evaluated. It is found that 

setting a proper load threshold can achieve a more balanced load distribution among 

overlapped cells. However, it will also cause higher Direct Retry (DR)/Vertical Han

dover (VHO) probability and in turn higher overhead and blocking/dropping proba

bility.

This thesis evaluates the performance of three RAT selection algorithms, LB based 

using maximum resource consumption, LB based using minimum resource consump

tion, and service based algorithms, in terms of traffic distribution, blocking probabil

ity, throughput, and throughput fairness for a co-located GERAN/UTRAN/WLAN 

network. Simulation results show that in terms of blocking probability, the service 

based algorithm is the worst one when the traffic load is high. In terms of data 

throughput, the LB based using maximum resource consumption algorithm performs
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better than the other two when the traffic load is low. However, the service based algo

rithm outperforms the other two when the traffic load is high. In terms of throughput 

fairness, the service based algorithm achieves the best performance.

The relationship among overall downlink data throughput, user satisfaction rate, 

and path loss threshold is studied in this thesis. It is found that in some cases, an 

optimum path loss threshold value can be found to achieve better performance in 

terms of both overall throughput and user satisfaction rate. However, in other cases, 

a tradeoff has to be made between them.

This thesis studies policy based RAT selection algorithms for a co-located UMTS

/GSM network. A three-complex policy based algorithm called IN*VG*Load algo

rithm is proposed based on improvements on the existing IN*VG algorithm. The 

simulation results show that the IN*VG*Load algorithm can optimize the system 

performance in highly loaded co-located UMTS/GSM networks. A Proposed Policy 

Based Algorithm 2 is found to be suitable for low to medium loaded UMTS/GSM 

networks.

In order to support the conceptual development of RAT selection algorithms in 

heterogeneous networks, the theory of Markov model is used. This thesis proposes 

both user level and network level Markov models for a co-located GERAN/UTRAN/ 

WLAN network. The proposed Markov models are not only extensions of the existing 

two co-located RATs models but more complex with more state transitions. The 

performance of two basic RAT selection algorithms: LB based and service based 

algorithms are evaluated in terms of call blocking probability. The numerical results 

obtained from the proposed network level Markov model are validated by simulation 

results.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

1.1 Evolution of wireless networks

Wireless networks have become an important part of our everyday life. People enjoy 

the great convenience of wireless communications, for both personal and business 

purposes. Due to the explosive growth in the usage of wireless communications, radio 

spectrum has become a scarce and expensive commodity. Network operators need to 

obtain a license before transmitting on a licensed frequency band. In order to establish 

compatibility and inter-operability between different networks and network operators, 

standards arc developed to specify the information transferred on all interfaces.

Each user in a wireless network has to be allocated an appropriate Radio Resource 

Unit (RRU) for communication in the uplink (user to network) and downlink (network 

to user) direction. A RRU may have many dimensions such as frequency, time, code, 

and power dependent on the wireless technology being used. The amount of RRUs 

allocated to a user may vary with time and the type of service currently being used. 

Higher data rate services, such as video streaming, will require more RRUs compared
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to lower data rate services such as voice. The method of allocation of RRUs is referred

to as multiple access technique.

A number of Radio Access Technologies (RATs) have been developed over the 

last 30 years. RATs can be classified by generations (1G, 2G,...4G), multiple access 

technology, coverage, etc. In terms of coverage, wireless networks can be classified into 

Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN), Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN), 

Wireless Metropolitan Area Network (WMAN), and Wireless Wide Area Network 

(WWAN).

First Generation (1G) mobile networks are based on analogue technology and 

offered speech services only. The multiple access technique used in 1G mobile networks 

is Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA). The RRU allocated to each user 

connecting to a 1G wireless network is a fixed narrow frequency band for the entire 

call duration. This is not an efficient method for usage of available spectrum.

Second Generation (2G) mobile networks use circuit switching and digital trans

mission technologies, which allowed the use of more efficient multiple access tech

niques, such as Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA). A good example of a 2G 

mobile network is the Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) system which 

has been the most successful mobile communication system implemented to date. In 

GSM, the available frequency band is divided into several sub-channels and the RRU 

allocated to each user is a timeslot on a sub-channel.

2.5G mobile networks, e.g. General Packet Radio Service (GPRS), were designed 

to offer packet switching services only with minimal changes to the radio interface of 

GSM networks. The RRU allocated to a user in GPRS is a radio block which refers 

to partial usage of a timeslot.

Third Generation (3G) mobile networks improved the bottleneck of the radio 

interface in 2G mobile networks and are able to offer circuit and packet switch
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ing technologies. Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS), relying on 

Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) techniques, is one of the most 

successful 3G technologies. It was standardised by the 3rd Generation Partnership 

Project (3GPP) to provide high data rate applications, which 2G technologies (i.e. 

GSM) could not support. At present, UMTS users can obtain data rates up to 384 

kbps, which is much greater than 14.4 kbps provided by the earlier GSM technol

ogy. A new radio access network called UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network 

(UTRAN) was deployed by network operators and the UTRAN was connected to the 

core networks inherited from GSM and GPRS. There has been a significant growth in 

the number of 3G/UMTS subscribers worldwide. Many network operators continue 

to operate GSM, GPRS, and UMTS networks today. In a UMTS network, all users 

communicate on the same 5 MHz bandwidth and at the same time. A RRU is defined 

by a carrier frequency, a code sequence, and a power level.

The maximum data rates in 3G networks have been enhanced to 14 Mbps in 

downlink with the use of High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) and 5 Mbps 

in the uplink with the use of High Speed Uplink Packet Access (HSUPA). A good 

example is the Telstra’s billion dollar Next G High Speed Packet Access (HSPA) 

network in Australia, which was launched in October 2006.

Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN), such as IEEE 802.11, are now an effective 

means of public wireless access using the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz unlicensed bands. The 

IEEE 802.11 standard, also known as Wi-Fi, can provide high speed data services with 

a link rate up to 54Mbps within a 200m radio range [1]. The small radio coverage 

of WLAN technologies is due to the limitations of transmitting power on unlicensed 

frequency bands and the use of Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) with Collision 

Avoidance (CA). More information about the technical details of the above mentioned 

wireless networks can be found in [2, 3].
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Today, a number of RATs coexist and overlap in the same geographical area. For 

example, users in a building may be within the coverage area of GSM, UMTS, HSPA, 

and WLAN at the same time. Furthermore, wireless terminals that can communicate 

with multiple RATs have become available today. At present, each RAT operates 

independently as a homogenous network. The future Fourth Generation (4G) network 

is expected to be a heterogeneous wireless network that integrates a number of RATs, 

e.g. GSM/EDGE Radio Access Network (GERAN), UTRAN, and WLAN through a 

common platform.

A challenge arising in the heterogeneous network is how to allocate a particular 

user to the most suitable wireless network. An effective solution for this problem 

can bring significant benefits to both end users and service providers, such as efficient 

radio resource utilization, better system performance, better Quality of Service (QoS), 

overall network stability, enhanced user satisfaction, and increased operator’s revenue.

1.2 Common radio resource management

Radio Resource Management (RRM) refers to a group of mechanisms that arc collec

tively responsible for efficiently utilizing RRUs within a RAT to provide services with 

an acceptable level of QoS. RRM mechanisms contain Power Control (PC), Handover 

Control (HC), Packet Scheduling (PS), Congestion Control (CC), and Admission 

Control (AC).

At present, Radio Resource Management (RRM) strategies are implemented inde

pendently in each RAT. None of the RRM strategies is suitable for the heterogeneous 

network, because each RRM strategy only considers the situation of one particu

lar RAT. The Common RRM (CRRM) strategy, also known as Multi-access RRM 

(MRRM) or Joint RRM (JRRM), has been proposed in the literature to coordinate
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RRU utilization among a number of RATs in an optimized way. One of the earli

est work in CRRM [4] shows that networks using CRRM outperform those without 

CRRM for both real time (RT) and non-real time (NRT) services in terms of call 

blocking probability and capacity gain.

1.2.1 CRRM operation

The CRRM concept is based on a two-tier RRM model [5], consisting of CRRM and 

RRM entities as shown in Fig. 1.1. The RRM entity is located at the lower tier and 

manages RRUs within a RAT. The CRRM entity is at the upper tier of the two-tier 

RRM model. It controls a number of RRM entities and can communicate with other 

CRRM entities. Based on the information gathered from its controlling RRM entities, 

the CRRM entity is able to know the RRU availability of multiple RATs and allocate 

a user to the most suitable RAT.

RRM entity

CRRM entity

RRM entity

Figure 1.1: Two-tier RRM model

The interactions between RRM and CRRM entities support two basic functions. 

The first function is referred to as the information reporting function, which allows 

RRM entities to report relevant information to their controlling CRRM entity. The 

information reporting can be performed either periodically or be triggered by an event. 

The reported information contains static cell information (cell relations, capabilities,
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capacities, QoS, maximum bit rate for a given service, and average buffer delay, etc.) 

and dynamic cell information (cell load, received power level, transmit power level, 

and interference measurements, etc.) [6]. The information reporting function is also 

used for information exchange and sharing between different CRRM entities as shown 

in Fig. 1.2.

Information reporting

Information reporting 
v and RRM decision 
\ support

RRM entity

CRRM entity

RRM entity RRM entity

CRRM entity

RRM entity

Figure 1.2: CRRM interaction model

The second function is RRM decision support function, which describes the way 

that RRM and CRRM entities interact with each other to make decisions as shown 

in Fig. 1.2. There are two RRM decision-making methods. One is CRRM centered 

decision making, in which the CRRM entity makes decisions and informs RRM enti

ties to execute them. The second is local RRM centered decision-making, where the 

CRRM entity only advises RRM entities but the final decision is made by the RRM 

entities rather than the CRRM entity.

A number of interaction degrees exist between CRRM and RRM entities accord

ing to the split of functionalities. Perez-Romcro ct al. [7] introduced four interaction 

degrees, which are summarized in Table 1.1. The first column of the table shows 

the four possible interaction degrees: Low, Intermediate, High, and Very High. Low 

interaction degree means that the majority of RRM functions are performed in the 

local RRM entities whereas the Very High interaction degree means that the majority
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of functions arc performed in the CRRM entities. The second column (the interaction 

time scale) in the table indicates how often the CRRM entities need to communicate 

with RRM entities. A higher interaction degree between RRM and CRRM entities 

can achieve a more efficient radio resource management, because more functions are 

performed at the CRRM level, and the interaction time scale between RRM and 

CRRM entities is shorter. However, a higher interaction degree means more interac

tion activities, therefore leads to higher amount of overhead. Currently, most of the 

research work in CRRM, including the work described in this thesis, is focusing on 

the intermediate interaction degree level.

Table 1.1: Interaction degrees between RRM/CRRM entities

Interaction degree
Interaction 
time scale

Functions in CRRM entities Functions in local RRM entities

Low Hours/days Policy translation and configuration

Initial RAT selection, VHO,
Admission control, Congestion control, 
Horizontal handover, Packet scheduling, 
Power control

Intermediate Minutes
Policy translation and configuration, 
Initial RAT selection, VHO

Admission control, Congestion control, 
Horizontal handover, Packet scheduling, 
Power control

High Seconds

Policy translation and configuration, 
Initial RAT selection, VHO,
Admission control, Congestion control, 
Horizontal handover

Packet scheduling, Power control

Very High Milliseconds

Policy translation and configuration, 
Initial RAT selection, VHO,
Admission control, Congestion control, 
Horizontal handover, Packet scheduling

Power control

1.2.2 CRRM topologies

In the previous section, CRRM was introduced from the functional point of view. 

From the network point of view, the implementation of CRRM has a number of al

ternatives. RRM entities are usually integrated into Base Station Controllers (BSCs) 

in GERAN, Radio Network Controllers (RNCs) in UTRAN, and Access Point Con
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trollers (APCs) in WLAN. The CRRM entity can be implemented in a number of 

ways.

CRRM server topology

In [8, 9], a CRRM server topology as shown in Fig. 1.3 is proposed. A new logical 

node referred to as the CRRM server is added in the Core Network (CN). It contains 

all CRRM functions and is connected with a number of RRM entities. The CRRM 

server topology is centralized so that it can achieve high scalability. However, the 

introduction of a new network element will increase the cost of network implemen

tation. The communication between RRM entities and the CRRM server introduces 

additional signalling delays.

CRRM server 
(CRRM entity)

BSC
(RRM entity)

APC
(RRM entity)(RRM entity)

UTRANGERAN

Figure 1.3: CRRM server approach network topology

Integrated CRRM topology

In [8, 9, 10], an integrated CRRM topology has been proposed (as shown in Fig. 1.4). 

Unlike the centralized CRRM server topology, the integrated CRRM topology dis
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tributes CRRM functionalities into existing network nodes (BSCs, RNCs, and APCs), 

which requires minimum infrastructure changes. The execution of CRRM functions 

can be performed directly between RATs rather than through the CN, so that no 

additional delay will be incurred. However, the distributed nature of this approach 

causes a scalability problem. With the increase of the number of RRM entities, the 

number of connections between the RRM entities will grow exponentially.

In the integrated CRRM topology, CRRM entities may be located either within 

every BSC, RNC, and APC nodes, or only in some of them [7, 11]. In the first 

case, the RRM decision support function does not need to be standardized because 

decision-making processes between CRRM and RRM entities are performed locally 

in the same physical entity. However, in the latter case, the RRM support function 

needs to be standardized because some RRM entities are not co-located with the 

CRRM entity and open interfaces exist between them.

(RRM entity)

(RRM entity)

Figure 1.4: Integrated CRRM approach network topology
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Hierarchical CRRM topology

In [12], a hierarchical CRRM topology, which is a tradeoff between the centralized 

and distributed topologies is proposed. As shown in Fig. 1.5, the hierarchical CRRM 

topology has four layers. The BS is located at the lowest layer, the RAT Resource 

Management Entity (RRME) manages BSs belonging to the same RAT, the Base 

Layer Joint Radio Resource Management Entity (BLJRRME) coordinates a number 

of RRMEs and the Upper Layer Joint Radio Resource Management Entity (ULJR- 

RME) controls a number of BLJRRMEs. When a new call arrives, RRMEs will select 

available cells for it, and subsequently BLJRRMEs will choose the best RAT under 

its control, finally, the ULJRRME will allocate the call to the most suitable RAT 

among the RATs recommended by BLJRRMEs.

RRME2

RRMF.2

BLJRRME

Figure 1.5: Hierarchical CRRM approach network topology [12]
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CRRM functions in UT topology

Magnusson ct al. [13] proposed a CRRM functions in User Terminal (UT) topology 

as shown in Fig. 1.6. This topology allows the end user, rather than the network 

operator to make the RAT selection decisions.

User terminal 
(CRRM entity)

BSC
(RRM entity)

RNC
(RRM entity)

APC
(RRM entity)

UTRAN WLANGREAN

Figure 1.6: CRRM functions in UT topology

All CRRM topologies given above have their pros and cons. The CRRM server 

topology is best suited for long-term RRM functions, such as overall load balancing. 

The integrated CRRM approach combined with the CRRM functions in UT works 

well for dynamic RRM handling, which requires frequent signal exchanges. The hi

erarchical CRRM topology is a tradeoff between the two. In the work of this thesis, 

the CRRM server topology is used.

1.3 Problem statement and research questions

1.3.1 Problem statement

A number of RAT selection algorithms have been proposed for the heterogeneous 

network in the literature, however, the existing algorithms have their disadvantages 

and can be further improved. The RAT selection algorithms for a two co-located
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RAT scenario were studied relatively well in the literature, however, there is not 

sufficient research work focusing on the RAT selection algorithms for a three RAT 

scenario. The theory of Markov Chain is used in the RAT selection area to provide 

an analytical way to analyze the system performance, however, most of the current 

work only focuses on a two co-located RAT scenario too. Solutions are required to 

deal with the above issues.

1.3.2 Research questions

The following research questions are defined and solved in this thesis:

Based on the currently known load threshold knowledge, can one evaluate the 

effects of load threshold setting on the performance of Load Balancing (LB) based 

RAT selection algorithm for real time traffic?

Based on the currently known RAT selection algorithms, can one evaluate the 

performance on RAT selection algorithms for a co-located GERAN/UTRAN/WLAN 

network?

Based on the currently known NCCB algorithm knowledge, can one find the rela

tionship between overall downlink data throughput, user satisfaction rate, and path 

loss threshold in the NCCB algorithm?

Based on the currently known policy based RAT selection algorithms, is there a 

more optimal RAT selection algorithm for a co-located UMTS/GSM network?

Based on the currently known Markov models for a two co-located RAT scenario, 

can one build Markov models for a three co-located RAT scenario?
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1.4 Contributions

The major contributions of this thesis are as follows:

1.4.1 Critical surveys

A critical survey of existing RAT selection algorithms for heterogeneous wireless net

works is presented. RAT selection algorithms are classified in terms of selection 

criteria. Advantages and disadvantages of these RAT selection algorithms are ana

lyzed, and different RAT selection algorithms are compared. In this thesis, a critical 

survey of existing Markov models for RAT selection algorithms is conducted. Both 

user level and network level Markov models in the literature are reviewed. Strengths 

and weaknesses of these models arc presented.

1.4.2 Performance evaluations

In this thesis, a number of performance evaluations on RAT selection algorithms 

are carried out. The effects of load threshold setting on LB based RAT selection 

algorithm performance are evaluated.

This thesis evaluates the performance of three RAT selection algorithms: LB 

based using maximum resource consumption, LB based using minimum resource con

sumption, and service based algorithms, for a co-located GERAN/UTRAN/WLAN 

network in terms of traffic distribution, blocking probability, overall throughput, and 

throughput fairness.

The setting of a proper path loss threshold is a key issue in the NCCB algorithm. 

In this thesis, the relationship between overall downlink data throughput, user satis

faction rate, and path loss threshold is studied.
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1.4.3 Improved policy based RAT selection algorithms

This thesis studies policy based RAT selection algorithms in co-located UMTS/GSM 

networks. A three-complex algorithm, IN*VG*Load, is proposed based on improve

ments on the existing IN*VG algorithm. Simulation results show that the IN*VG*Load 

algorithm can optimize the system performance in highly loaded co-located UMTS/GSM 

networks. A Proposed Policy Based Algorithm 2 is found to be suitable for low to 

medium loaded UMTS/GSM networks.

1.4.4 Markov models

This thesis proposes new user level Markov models for a three co-located RATs net

work based on an extension from existing two co-located RATs Markov models in the 

literature. The LB based and service based RAT selection algorithms have been an

alyzed using the proposed Markov models. By using the proposed user level Markov 

model, it can be known which RAT a user will be allocated to, given related infor

mation, such as the environment, RAT selection algorithm, call type, etc.

This thesis proposes a new network level three-dimensional Markov model for a 

co-located GERAN/UTRAN/WLAN network. Compared to the existing network 

level Markov models, the proposed model considers both service differentiation and 

mobility issues. Numerical results obtained from the proposed Markov model are 

validated by simulation results. The performance of two basic RAT selection algo

rithms: LB based and service based algorithms are evaluated in terms of call blocking 

probability using the proposed model.
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1.5 Thesis outline

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, a comprehensive litera

ture review of RAT selection algorithms is presented. Chapter 3 presents simulation 

models, performance parameters, and RAT selection algorithms that will be simu

lated. In Chapter 4, simulation results are presented to evaluate the performance 

of a number of RAT selection algorithms. In Chapter 5, background knowledge of 

Markov models and existing user level Markov models are presented, and new user 

level Markov models are proposed. Chapter 6 reviews existing network level Markov 

models and proposes a new network level Markov model. Chapter 7 concludes this 

thesis and discusses future work.
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Chapter 2

RAT selection algorithms

Research in CRRM has many directions, e.g. policy translation and configuration, 

RAT selection, admission control, congestion control, horizontal handover, and packet 

scheduling. RAT selection algorithm is a key research area of CRRM at present. A 

suitable RAT selection algorithm can manage radio resources among multiple RATs 

more efficiently, enhance system performance, and provide better QoS to users. The 

RAT selection algorithm contains two parts: initial RAT selection and vertical han

dover (VHO). The former is used to allocate new calls to a suitable RAT and the 

latter is about transferring an ongoing call from its current serving RAT to a more 

suitable RAT. A number of RAT selection algorithms have been studied in the liter

ature [14, 15, 16]. These algorithms use one or more RAT selection criteria. These 

RAT selection criteria are based on user’s perspective, operator’s perspective or both. 

From the user’s perspective, the serving RAT should meet one or more of the follow

ing requirements: low service price, low delay, high data rate, large coverage area, low 

battery power consumption, and high network security. From the operator’s perspec

tive, a preferred RAT selection algorithm should meet one or more of the following
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requirements: load balancing, high revenue, low call blocking and dropping probabil

ities, and efficient radio resource utilization. An algorithm using one of the criteria 

is called a single criterion based algorithm, while an algorithm using two or more 

criteria is called a multiple criteria based algorithm.

It is possible that users and operators may have different perspectives on the 

same criterion. For example, for the user’s perspective, the service price should be 

as low as possible while for the operator’s perspective, the service price should be 

high enough to provide a good revenue [17, 18]. A tradeoff is required between user’s 

and operator’s preferences. In this chapter, existing RAT selection algorithms using 

different criteria are discussed.

2.1 Performance parameters

The following parameters arc usually used to evaluate the performance of RAT selec

tion algorithms:

l)Load deviation - It refers to a measure of difference for RAT loads between the 

observed value and the mean. The value of a load deviation is between 0 to 1. A 

lower value of load deviation means less difference between the observed value and 

the mean. The load deviation at time interval t, au is calculated by:

= (2.1)

where N is the number of overlapped cells, xit is the load of cell i at time interval t 

and xt is the average load of all overlapped cells at time interval t.

2)Blocking probability - It refers to the statistical probability that a new call con

nection cannot be established due to insufficient resources in the network, usually
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expressed as a percentage or decimal equivalent of calls blocked by network conges

tion during the busy hour. A mathematical expression of the blocking probability, 

Pb, is,
Em

p _ m\

2^,i=0 If

where m is the number of resources and E is the total amount of traffic offered in 

Erlangs.

3) Dropping probability - It refers to the statistical probability that an ongoing call is 

terminated due to insufficient transmission resources in the network.

4) Throughput - It refers to the average rate of successful message delivery over a 

communication channel. The throughput is usually measured in bits per second 

(bit/s or bps). The throughput is calculated by:

Throughput = R( 1 — BLER), (2.3)

where R is the bit rate and BLER is the block error rate.

5) Block Error Rate (BLER) - It is a ratio of the number of erroneous blocks to the 

total number of blocks received.

)Erlang capacity - It is the amount of offered traffic in Erlangs a system can allow.

6) Fairness index - It refers to a parameter to determine whether users or applications 

are receiving a fair share of system resources. The well known Jain’s fairness index 

equation is given by [67]:

Fairness index = (ElU^)2

nEFf
(2.4)

where Fi is the throughput for every user and n is the total number of users sharing 

the resources. The value of the fairness index is between (0,1]. A higher fairness index
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means users are treated more equally. A fairness index of one means all users are 

treated equally. In this thesis, the fairness index is used to measure the throughput 

fairness.

7)User satisfaction rate - It refers to a parameter used to measure the ratio of served 

users who satisfy the service provided. In this thesis, a user satisfaction rate is defined 

as,

S = n/N, (2.5)

where n is the number of users who satisfy the service provided and N is the total 

number of users served in the network.

2.2 Random selection based algorithm

The random selection based algorithm is the simplest RAT selection algorithm, which 

can be referred to as a ”No CRRM” algorithm. In this algorithm, no CRRM mecha

nisms arc performed. When a new or V1IO call arrives, one of the available RATs is 

randomly selected as the target RAT. The probability of a RAT to be selected P is:

P=l/N, (2.6)

where N is the number of available RATs. If the selected RAT does not have sufficient 

capacity to serve the call, the call will be blocked or re-directed to another randomly 

selected RAT. This algorithm is simple and easy to implement. However, it will cause 

high blocking and dropping probabilities and inefficient usage of radio resources.
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2.3 Single criterion based algorithms

In this section, a number of single criterion based RAT selection algorithms are dis

cussed.

2.3.1 Load Balancing based algorithms

The concept of load balancing initially appeared in the distributed computing area 

[19]. In the context of wireless networks, it refers to evenly distributing traffic load 

among a number of cells or nodes to optimize radio resource utilization, maximize 

throughput, minimize delay, and avoid overload. Load balancing (LB) based algo

rithms have been studied to improve the performance of a homogenous network, where 

the coverage area of a number of Base Stations (BSs) are overlapping [20]. In this 

case, a new call is directed to the least loaded BS. In a heterogeneous network, under 

the LB based RAT selection algorithm, a call is always allocated to the least loaded 

RAT. The probability of the iih RAT to be selected under the LB based algorithm Pi 

is:

I 1 Pi rrun(Li, L/2, ...Lyv) $£ Li ^ L^maa:,
a = < (2.7)

I 0 if else,

where Li is the load of the ith RAT, N is the number of available RATs, and Lil7lax 

is the the maximum allowed load of the ith RAT. A number of LB based algorithms 

have been studied in the literature. They are discussed in the following sub-sections.

Fixed load threshold algorithms

A fixed load threshold RAT selection algorithm is proposed in [4, 9]. It is assumed that 

multiple RATs have exactly the same coverage area, network topology, and capacity. 

Cells sharing the same coverage area but belonging to different RATs arc defined as
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overlapped cells. A predetermined load threshold (e.g. 80% of the maximum cell 

load) is set for each cell. When a new call arrives at or an ongoing call moves into a 

cell, if the load of the current cell is below the load threshold, the call will be processed 

in the current cell. If the load of the current cell is above the load threshold, a target 

cell will be selected. The target cell is the least loaded overlapped cell known to the 

CRRM entity. If the load of the target cell is lower than the load threshold, a Direct 

Retry (DR) for new call or a VHO for ongoing call is triggered and the call will be 

directed to the target cell (a DR refers to the process of transferring a new call or 

data session from its current cell to another [21]). If the load of the target cell is 

above the load threshold too and the load of the current cell is not full, the call will 

stay in the current cell. If the load of the current cell is full, the call will be directed 

to the target cell if the target cell has free capacity to serve it, otherwise, the call will 

be blocked or dropped.

In [4, 9], the fixed load threshold algorithm is compared with a “No CRRM” 

algorithm, which refers to the random selection algorithm discussed above. The 

comparison results illustrate that the CRRM algorithm outperforms the “No CRRM” 

algorithm in terms of blocking probability and user throughput.

In the fixed load threshold algorithm discussed above, the traffic load is continu

ously balanced. An alternative method is to balance the load at regular intervals of 

time [22]. This method can reduce the amount of overhead but it is not as efficient as 

the continuously balanced method due to the reason of using out-of-date information.

In LB based algorithms, the load threshold value should be high enough to reduce 

unnecessary handovers (HOs). However, it should not be too high, otherwise, the 

load balancing purpose will not be achieved. If the traffic load in the heterogeneous 

network is fixed, it is possible to find an optimized load threshold. However, as we 

know, the wireless environment changes frequently, therefore, adaptive load threshold
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algorithms have been studied in the literature to provide a better solution.

Adaptive load threshold algorithms

Tolli et al. [23] proposed an adaptive load threshold algorithm. In this algorithm, the 

load threshold of a cell is adjusted periodically according to the average load of its 

overlapped cells. The load threshold of a cell should always be higher than the loads 

of its overlapped cells in order to reduce the number of HO failures, which equals to 

the number of HO attempts minus the number of load reason HOs [23]. Therefore, 

the higher the average load in the overlapped cells, the higher the load threshold.

In [23], three important parameters are used in the adaptive load threshold algo

rithm: tuning step, minimum load threshold, and maximum load threshold. The load 

threshold of a cell is increased or decreased by one tuning step periodically between 

the minimum and maximum load thresholds according to the variation of the average 

load of the overlapped cells. Simulation results in [23] show that the adaptive load 

threshold algorithm performs better than the fixed load threshold algorithm in terms 

of reducing HO failures. Challenges in this algorithm is that optimized minimum 

and maximum threshold values need to be worked out and the ping-pong effect (the 

threshold keeps going up and down) needs to be alleviated.

An Adaptive Threshold Load Balancing (ATLB) algorithm has been proposed in 

[24]. This algorithm looks at the load gap, which is the difference between the least 

and most loaded overlapped cells, rather than the load of each individual cell. In this 

algorithm, a load gap threshold between the most and least loaded overlapped cells is 

predefined. Load balancing activities will only be performed when the measured load 

gap is higher than the load gap threshold in order to minimize unnecessary VHOs. 

If the load gap is larger than the threshold, new calls will be directed to the least 

loaded overlapped cell and a portion of users served by the most loaded overlapped
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cell will be reallocated to the least loaded overlapped cell. Simulation results in [24] 

show that this algorithm performs better than a fixed load threshold algorithm in 

terms of call blocking probability.

Dynamic pricing algorithm

A dynamic pricing algorithm was proposed in [25]. This algorithm achieves load 

balancing by adjusting the price of a service in each overlapped cell rather than 

directly moving users to the least loaded cells. In this algorithm, a high load threshold 

and a low load threshold are set. The cell load information is updated periodically. If 

the cell load is between the high and low load thresholds, the price of serving a user 

in the cell is fixed at the initial value, however, if the cell load is higher than the high 

load threshold, the price will be increased by AP or 2AP dependent on how much 

the cell load exceeds the high load threshold (AP is a predefined amount of increased 

price). If the cell load is lower than the low load threshold, the price of a service of 

the cell will be decreased by AP or 2AP dependent on the difference between the cell 

load and the low load threshold. This algorithm assumes tha.t users will always select 

the cheapest cell so that load balancing can be achieved by adjusting the price of a 

serving cell.

Simulation results in [25] illustrate that the dynamic pricing algorithm outper

forms the one without pricing in terms of uplink BLER and revenues when a suitable 

price updating period is set. However, an assumption made in this algorithm is that 

all overlapped RATs provide the same QoS to the user, which may not be true in the 

real world.
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Ding’s algorithm

In the above algorithms, the occupied load of a RAT is defined as the quotient ob

tained by dividing the present traffic by the maximum traffic that a RAT can serve. 

However, Ding et. al [26] proposed an algorithm, in which the RAT load is expressed 

at a deep level. For example, if it is assumed that a WCDMA network can serve 8 

voice calls, 40 video calls, and one 384 kbps data call simultaneously, and there are 

currently 3 voice and 19 video calls being served, the WCDMA network load situ

ation in Ding’s algorithm is then expressed as voice call 3/8, video call 19/40, and 

384 kbps data call 0/1. Simulation results in [26] proves that using Ding’s algorithm 

can reduce the call blocking probability compared to a LB based algorithm, in which 

the current RAT load is represented by a percentage of the maximum RAT load. 

The reason is that in Ding’s algorithm, the CRRM entity not only knows the load 

situation but also the resource and traffic distribution. The more information known 

by the CRRM entity, the better decision it can make. However, in Ding’s algorithm, 

a challenge is how to decide the numbers of different types of calls that can be served 

simultaneously. For example, it can be said that a RAT can serve 8 voice calls and 

40 video calls simultaneously but if wo reduce the number of served video calls, the 

number of voice calls that can be served will increase.

In this section, a number of LB based algorithms have been discussed. A shortcom

ing of these LB based algorithms is that they only consider the load balancing aspect, 

which is insufficient to provide an optimized solution. In LB based algorithms, it is 

assumed that multiple RATs have exactly the same coverage area, network topology, 

and capacity, which is not true in the real world.
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2.3.2 Coverage based algorithms

In [27], an “Always WWAN” algorithm is proposed for co-located WWAN/WLAN 

networks. WWAN is selected as the default RAT for any types of call, because it has 

a larger coverage area. This algorithm can minimize the number of VHOs, however, it 

is inefficient in terms of radio resource usage due to the limited capacity of WWANs. 

In [28], the authors proposed an algorithm that allocates users to the RAT with the 

smaller coverage first so that more users outside its coverage area can be served by the 

RAT with larger coverage area and the call blocking probability can then be reduced. 

However, compared to the ” Always WWAN” algorithm, this algorithm may cause 

more VHOs.

2.3.3 ’’WLAN if coverage” algorithm

A ”WLAN if coverage” algorithm for integrated WWAN/WLAN networks has been 

proposed in [29], in which calls within a hotspot area (an area where both WWAN 

and WLAN have coverage) should always be connected to WLAN due to its higher 

bandwidth and cheaper cost. Compared to the ”Always WWAN” algorithm, the 

”WLAN if coverage” algorithm can achieve higher user throughput and reduce the 

service cost, however, it will cause a larger amount of VHOs, especially for high 

mobility users.

In [30], the ”WLAN if coverage” algorithm is compared with the ” Always WWAN” 

algorithm. The results show that the ” Always WWAN” algorithm performs better 

than the ”WLAN if coverage” algorithm when most of the users are outdoor, while 

the ”WLAN if coverage” algorithm is better on the contrary case.
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2.3.4 Service based algorithms

Service based algorithms allocate a call to a particular RAT based on user service 

types and RAT properties. A number of service based algorithms are discussed in 

this section.

In [31], Koo et al. proposed a service based algorithm for a co-located GERAN/W- 

CDMA network. Two types of calls, voice and data are considered. A new call is 

allocated to the RAT with the smallest expected relative resource consumption for 

the service class of the call. Simulation results in [31] show that Koo’s algorithm can 

improve the Erlang capacity compared to the random selection algorithm.

Song et al. [32] proposed a service based algorithm for a co-located UMTS/WLAN 

network. In Song’s algorithm, voice calls are allocated to UMTS (unless there is not 

enough capacity in UMTS) while data calls are allocated to WLAN. Song’s algorithm 

is compared with a “WLAN if coverage” algorithm (both new voice and data calls 

are allocated to WLAN in the double-coverage area) in [32] and simulation results 

show that Song’s algorithm can reduce the number of HOs for voice calls, because 

UMTS has larger coverage than WLAN.

The above service based algorithms only consider a two co-located RATs scenario. 

In [33], the service based algorithm has been extended to be suitable for a co-located 

GERAN/UMTS/WLAN scenario. Voice calls are allocated according to the follow

ing orders: GERAN, UMTS, and WLAN and data calls arc allocated in the inverse 

order. Video calls are allocated in the order of UMTS, WLAN, and GERAN. Sim

ulation results in [33] prove that by using this RAT selection algorithm, the system 

performance can be improved in terms of blocking probability and downlink average 

throughput compared to the random RAT selection algorithm. However, this algo

rithm assumes video calls can be served by GERAN, which is impractical in the real 

world.
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Abuhaija and Al-Bcgain [34] proposed an algorithm for a scenario where three 

RATs, GSM/GPRS, WCDMA, and HSDPA are co-located. In Abuhaija and Al- 

Begain’s algorithm, voice calls are allocated to WCDMA first and then GSM/GPRS, 

streaming services, such as Voice over IP (VoIP), streaming video, and mobile TV, 

are allocated to HSDPA first and then WCDMA, best effort services are allocated to 

HSDPA first and then GSM/GPRS. Simulation results in [34] show that the system 

throughput for voice and streaming services can be increased by using this algorithm 

compared to the random selection based algorithm.

2.3.5 Path loss based algorithm

In [35, 36], a Network Controlled Cell Breathing (NCCB) algorithm has been proposed 

for co-located GERAN/UTRAN networks. In FDMA/TDMA systems, the intra-cell 

interference is minimal. However, in CDMA systems, every user transmitting data 

in a CDMA cell is a source of interference to all other users served in the same cell. 

The higher the path loss, the higher the required transmission power and the higher 

the interference level generated.

The basic idea of the NCCB algorithm is to allocate high path loss users to 

FDMA/TDMA networks and low path loss users to CDMA networks. For the initial 

RAT selection, the path loss is measured at a regular interval and averaged. If the 

path loss of a call is higher than a given threshold, it will be directed to GERAN; 

otherwise, it will be directed to UTRAN. If there is not enough capacity in the 

preferred RAT, another RAT will be selected. If both RATs are fully loaded, the call 

will be blocked.

For VHO, the procedure is similar, however, in order to avoid the ping-pong effect, 

a hysteresis threshold margin is introduced and a number of consecutive samples will
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be measured before making a decision. Simulation results in [35, 36] illustrate that 

by setting an appropriate path loss threshold, the NCCB algorithm performs better 

than a LB based algorithm in terms of BLER, required BS transmission power, user 

throughput, blocking and dropping probabilities. Detailed practical implementation 

issues of the NCCB algorithm are discussed in [37].

There are several weaknesses of the NCCB algorithm. First of all, the setting 

of the path loss threshold is a challenge. If the threshold is too high, the radius of 

the CDMA cell will be too large. In this case, the NCCB algorithm will even cause 

higher blocking and dropping probabilities than the LB based algorithm due to the 

high intra-cell interference level in CDMA networks [37]. However, if the threshold is 

too low, the CDMA cell radius will be too small. The users inside the CDMA network 

coverage area will get better QoS, however, the QoS of the users outside the area will 

degrade [38]. Secondly, the NCCB algorithm does not consider the penetration loss 

for indoor users, which may increase the required transmission power and in turn the 

intra-cell interference level.

2.3.6 User satisfaction based algorithm

In [39], Delicado and Gozalvez proposed a User Satisfaction Based Selection (USaBS) 

algorithm for co-located GPRS/EDGE/HSDPA networks. In this algorithm, a call’s 

“demand” is defined as the throughput necessary to guarantee a pre-established sat

isfaction level of a user dependent on the requested service and the user contract. 

An ’’offer” is defined as an estimated throughput of a call in a RAT using previ

ous transmission information. For a new call, all RATs providing an “offer” higher 

than the “demand” are the candidate RATs. The most suitable RAT from a set of 

candidate RATs is the one providing the lowest “offer”. The purpose of this algo-
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rithm is to avoid the situation that low “demand” users occupy unnecessary radio 

resources. Simulation results in [39] show that the USaBS algorithm can guarantee 

the satisfaction levels for different users, independent of their service and contract 

types.

In [40], a variant of USaBS, User Satisfaction with Low Resources Selection (US- 

aLoR) algorithm is proposed. In this algorithm, the most suitable RAT from a set 

of candidate RATs is the one that can use the least amount of radio resources to 

satisfy a user’s “demand”. The purpose of this algorithm is to prevent the situa

tion that a low performance RAT uses a large amount of resources for a single call. 

Simulation results in [40] show that compared to USaBS, the USaLoR algorithm can 

reduce the probability to saturate low performance RATs, however, it decreases the 

user satisfaction rate.

2.4 Multiple criteria based algorithms

The algorithms introduced above use a single criterion to make RAT selection deci

sions. In this section, more complicated algorithms using a number of RAT selection 

criteria are discussed.

2.4.1 Policy based algorithms

The details of policy based algorithms will be discussed in Chapter 3. Three ba

sic RAT selection policies for initial RAT selectkm are proposed in [7, 41}: Voice 

GSM/GERAN (VG), Voice UMTS/UTRAN (VU), and Indoor (IN). The VG policy 

allocates voice calls to GERAN and interactive calls to UTRAN, the VU policy, on 

the contrast, allocates voice calls to UTRAN and interactive calls to GERAN, and
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the IN policy allocates indoor users to GERAN and outdoor users to UTRAN. In 

[7, 41, 42], three algorithms based on VG, VU, and IN policies respectively, are com

pared. The simulation results prove that the VG based algorithm performs better 

than the VU based algorithm in terms of data user throughput when the cell radius is 

larger than 1km. The main reasons are two-fold. From the voice users’ point of view, 

if the cell radius is larger than 1km, UTRAN users at the cell edge will experience 

more transmission errors due to the power limitations and the interference-limited 

nature of WCDMA technology. From the interactive users’ point of view, they can 

get a higher bit rate in UTRAN than in GERAN. The simulation results in [7, 41] 

demonstrate that a IN based algorithm outperforms the random selection algorithm 

in terms of uplink BLER. This is because indoor users cause higher interference levels 

than outdoor users in WCDMA systems due to the additional penetration loss, which 

will degrade the system performance [43].

The above policy based algorithms are simple, because they only use one policy. 

However, they have an obvious shortcoming. For example, for the VG based algo

rithm, when the capacity of GERAN is full, even though there are free resources 

available in UTRAN, voice calls will still be blocked. In order to solve this problem, 

complex RAT selection algorithms have been studied in the literature.

Perez-Romero et al. [41] proposed three two-complex policy based algorithms: 

VG*VU, IN*VG, and VG*IN. The general format is Policy l*Policy 2. A new call 

will be allocated using Policy 1 first. If the capacity of the preferred RAT is full, 

then the call will be assigned using Policy 2. For example, in the VG*IN algorithm, 

an outdoor voice call will be allocated to GERAN according to the VG policy. If 

the capacity of GERAN is full, the call will be assigned to UTRAN according to the 

IN policy. In these algorithms, a service request is only blocked when both of the 

two policies are violated so that the blocking probability can be significantly reduced.
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Table 2.1 compares the differences among the three two-complex algorithms in terms 

of RAT selection priority.

Table 2.1: Comparison between VG*IN, IN*VG, and VG*VU algorithms

Service type VG*IN IN*VG VG*VU

Voice and indoor Select GERAN only Select GERAN only
Select GERAN first 
and then UTRAN

Voice and outdoor
Select GERAN first 
and then UTRAN

Select UTRAN first and then GERAN
Select GERAN first 
and then UTRAN

Data and indoor
Select UTRAN first 
and then GERAN

Select GERAN first and then UTRAN
Select UTRAN first 
and then GERAN

Data and outdoor Select UTRAN only Select UTRAN only
Select UTRAN first 
and then GERAN

Simulation results in [41] prove that VG*IN and VG*VU algorithms outperform 

the IN*VG algorithm when the number of data calls are much higher than the num

ber of voice calls. This is because in the IN*VG algorithm, a higher number of 

indoor interactive calls are allocated to GERAN, which causes higher delay and lower 

throughput. However, when the number of voice calls increases, the IN*VG algorithm 

becomes better because the IN policy can reduce the number of high interference level 

users in UTRAN.

A performance comparison between the VG*VU and a LB based algorithms has 

been carried out in [44]. The simulation results demonstrate that compared to the 

LB based algorithms, the VG*VU algorithm can reduce the average weighted packet 

delay for interactive users. The reason is that in the VG*VU algorithm, voice users 

are allocated to GERAN first so that more UTRAN radio resources are available 

for data users. However, the LB based algorithm works better in terms of total 

uplink aggregated throughput because in the VG*VU algorithm, more voice users 

will be served by GERAN, which in turn causes higher load conditions in GERAN 

and higher dropping probability. Therefore, the throughput contribution of the voice 

users decreases.
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2.4.2 Variations of NCCB algorithm

Two variations of the NCCB algorithm were introduced in [45]. One is called NCCB- 

voice, where the NCCB policy is only applied for voice users while interactive users 

follow the VG policy. Another is called VG-NCCB, where the low path loss users 

follow the VG policy and high path loss users are always allocated to GERAN first. 

Simulation results in [45] prove that the NCCB algorithm performs better than NC- 

CBvoice and VG-NCCB algorithms in terms of uplink BLER. However, it also has 

the highest uplink delay for interactive users among the three algorithms.

2.4.3 Utility/cost-function based algorithms

In [46, 47, 48, 49], a novel fittingness factor based RAT selection algorithm has been 

proposed for both initial RAT selection and VHO. In this algorithm, every candidate 

RAT is weighted by a parameter called fittingness factor (ranging from 0 to 1), which 

is [48]:

where, C, Q, and S(rjNj?) refer to capability, user-centric suitability, and network

centric suitability of the jth RAT for each ith user, who belongs to the pth user profile 

requesting the sth service respectively. In order to work out the fittingness factor, we 

need to calculate the values of C, Q, and

The first parameter C reflects both terminal and network capabilities. The value 

of C is calculated by [47]:

where T is the terminal capability and S is the RAT capability. If the terminal of the 

ith user belonging to the pth profile does not support the jth RAT, T = 0, otherwise

(2.8)

(2.9)
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T = 1. If the sth service is not supported by the jth RAT, 5 = 0, otherwise, 5=1.

The second parameter Q reflects the suitability of a RAT to support a particular 

user service. The calculation of Q varies dependent on different user services and 

RATs. In GERAN, for voice users [46]:

Qi,p,voice,GERAN
1 if Li < Lrnaxi

6 If Li ^ Ljnax •
(2.10)

where Li is the path loss for the ith user and Lmax is the maximum allowed path loss. 

For interactive users [46]:

Qi,p,interactive,GERAN ^ AZ),
E^brnax ,s ,p

(2.11)

where Rmcs is the maximum allowable user bit rate dependent on the Modulation 

and Coding Scheme (MCS) and path loss Z^, Rbmax,s,p is the maximum theoretical bit 

rate that can be achieved by the pth user profile requesting the sth service among all 

overlapped RATs, tpp is the multiplexing factor that reflects the average number of 

slots per frame allocated to the sih service, and M is the multislot capability, which 

is the ability for multiplexing and multiple access on the radio path of a network.

For UTRAN, uplink and downlink fittingness factors are calculated separately. 

For voice and videophone users, the uplink user-centric suitability is calculated in a 

similar way as the one for GERAN [46]:

QuL,i,p,voice,UTRAN
1 if Li 5- Ljndx, 

0 ff Li Ljykix •

(2.12)
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The downlink user-centric suitability is computed by [46]:

Q DL,i,p,voice,UT RAN
1 if Pfi ^ ^Prnax,p,si 

0 if Pri ^ APrnax,p,s•
(2.13)

where P?i is the required power for the ith user and APmax,p,s is the maximum power 

available for the ith user with pth user profile.

For interactive users, the uplink user-centric suitability is given by [46]:

rbmax,s,p
(2.14)

where f(R*) is the maximum bit rate available for the user, is the multiplexing 

factor that refers to the average number of users served with respect to the total 

number of users of service profile p with data in their buffers.

The calculation of downlink user-centric suitability is the same as the uplink one

[46],
QDL,i,p,interactive,UTRAN (2.15)

R^bmax,s,p

The third parameter 5{jinf) reflects the suitability from an overall RAT perspec

tive. The definition of the network-centric suitability is given by [47]:

$(Vnf) —

1 if rj < 1 — min{rjNF> D),

Hrt>\-min{-nNF,D) 

and traffic is flexible.

(2.16)

where 77 is the normalized load in the RAT and p^F is the non-flexible load in the 

RAT. The non-flexible load refers to the load from non-flexible traffic, which is the 

traffic that can only be served by a specific RAT so that it can not provide flexibility
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to CRRM. For example, video calls can only be served by UTRAN, so they are non- 

flexible traffic for UTRAN. Parameter min^jvFjD) refers to the load reserved for 

non-flexible traffic in the RAT. From (2.16), we can see that the higher the amount 

of non-flexible load in a given RAT, the lower the network-centric suitability value 

for flexible traffic.

After working out the values of capability, user-centric suitability, and network

centric suitability, the uplink and downlink fittingness factors for each RAT can be 

calculated separately and then be combined as follows [46, 47]:

^hP,sj{Kj) = U L,i,p,sj{Kj) + (1 —' ap,s)^ DL,i,p,s,j(Kj) •> (2-17)

where cxp,s is a weighting factor for candidate cell Kj. ap,s is close to 1 if the uplink 

is more important and close to 0 when the downlink is more important.

After solving the fittingness factor values of all RATs for a user service, the one 

with the highest value is selected as the target RAT. Admission control will then 

be performed to sec if the user can be served in the selected RAT. If not, the RAT 

with the second highest fittingness factor will be selected and so on. If the admission 

process fails in all RATs, the service request will be blocked.

For on-going calls, the fittingness factor of every candidate RAT is measured at 

a regular interval. A VHO will be performed if the averaged value of the fittingness 

factor meets the following condition [46, 47, 48]:

^z,p,sj(^j‘) ^z,p,s,servingRAT(<S€'VViTigCCll') T AU770, (2.18)

where AVHO is a predefined VHO threshold.

According to simulation results in [46, 47, 48, 49], the fittingness factor based RAT 

selection algorithm is able to reduce both downlink and uplink average packet delay
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for interactive users compared to a LB based algorithm because the fittingness factor 

based algorithm considers a number of factors that may influence the performance, 

rather than only the load factor. However, this algorithm has its shortcomings too. 

First of all, the equation (Equation (2.17)) being used to calculate the overall fitting

ness factor is incorrect. For radio communications, a call is accepted only when it 

meets both uplink and downlink requirements. The fittingness factor should be 0 if 

either the uplink or the downlink requirements are not satisfied. Equation (2.17) can 

be modified as follows:

0, if ^UL,i,p,s,j(Kj) x ^DL,i,p,s,j{Kj) ~ 0,

(1 C^pjS) ^DL,i,p,s,j(Aj) , if Hot.

(2.19)

The second problem of this algorithm is that it does not consider RAT load when 

calculating the fittingness factor. It is a waste of time and resources to calculate the 

fittingness factor of a RAT that has no free capacity. It is better to integrate the load 

parameter into the calculation of the fittingness factor. If the load of a RAT is full, 

its fittingness factor is set to 0 and it will not be considered as a candidate RAT. The 

third problem is that the RAT selection algorithm for ongoing calls does not consider 

the handover cost. A RAT with higher fittingness factor may have higher handover 

cost (such as signaling overhead, handover delay) too. It is better to make a balance 

between the two. According to [50], a RAT selection for an ongoing call is dependent 

on the difference between handover gain (the benefits obtained from a VHO, such as 

increased throughput) and handover cost (such as lost throughput caused by VHO 

delay).

In [51], the fittingness factor based algorithm and the NCCB algorithm have been 

compared in terms of voice service performance in a co-located GERAN/UTRAN
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network. Simulation results in [51] show that if the network load is light, under the 

two algorithms, especially the fittingness factor based algorithm, most of the voice 

users are allocated to GERAN. However, when the network is overloaded, most of the 

users will be served by UTRAN. In terms of call blocking and dropping probabilities, 

the NCCB algorithm outperforms the fittingness factor based algorithm when the 

network is low to medium overloaded, however, the fittingness factor algorithm works 

better when the network is highly overloaded.

A force based RAT selection algorithm is proposed by Pillekeit et al for co-located 

UMTS/GSM networks [52]. In Pillekeit’s algorithm, a “force” is defined for each cell. 

Every “force” consists of four sub-forces: load force (the available resources in the 

target cell after a HO), QoS force (the difference of QoS, such as throughput between 

the source and target cells), migration attenuation force (the time since the last VHO 

occurred), and handover force (the signaling overhead of VHOs). The load force is an 

attractive force, the migration and handover forces are repelling while the QoS force 

can be cither attracting or repelling. The importance of each sub-forcc is described 

by a weighting factor. The total force of a target cell k for user i Fsum^(i) is the 

result from the superposition of all sub-forces [52]:

Fsum,k{i) = CLFLjk(i) + CQosFQ0sj,k(i) — CMFM,k(i) — CHoFHO,k{})-> (2.20)

where C is the weighting factor, FL, Fq0s, FM, and Fho represent the load, QoS, 

migration, and HO cost forces respectively, j is the source cell number.

The overlapped cell with the largest force value will be selected as the target cell. 

Simulation results in [52] prove that the force based algorithm can achieve a better 

performance in terms of load balancing, overall traffic capacity, and QoS compared 

to the random selection algorithm.
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In [53], Yu and Krishnamurthy proposed a RAT selection algorithm aimed to 

maximize the overall network revenue and guarantee QoS constraints in an integrated 

WLAN/CDMA network. This algorithm is formulated as a Semi-Markov Decision 

(SMD) problem whose state space is defined by a set of WLAN QoS constraints: 

throughput, average delay, and CDMA network Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR) 

outage blocking probability. The optimal solution of the SMD problem is then solved 

by linear programming techniques. The performance of Yu and Krishnamurthy’s 

algorithm is compared with two reference algorithms, in which the admission control 

is performed independently in WLAN and CDMA networks. The results show that Yu 

and Krishnamurthy’s algorithm can achieve higher revenue. Yu and Krishnamurthy’s 

algorithm emphasizes on the operator’s perspective. A challenge of this algorithm is 

how to set suitable QoS constraints to balance operator and user requirements.

2.4.4 Adaptive algorithm for co-located WWAN/WLAN net
works

An adaptive RAT selection algorithm designed for both initial RAT selection and 

VHO for co-located WWAN/WLAN networks was proposed by Hasib et al [30]. It 

decides the serving RAT according to a list of parameters: service type, RAT load, 

mobility and location prediction information, and service cost. An assumption made 

by Hasib is that the user location information can be predicted.

The initial RAT selection algorithm works as follows. If a user is predicted to 

remain in a hotspot area during a session time, WLAN is the preferred RAT. If a 

user is expected to exit the hotspot during a session time, service type and network 

load factors are then considered for RAT selection. WWAN is preferred for RT 

services to avoid VHOs. For NRT services, WLAN is selected if the WWAN is highly 

loaded, otherwise, a location prediction scheme is used to decide whether a user will
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move out of the hotspot area soon or not. If yes, WWAN is selected to avoid VHOs, 

otherwise, WLAN is chosen.

The VHO algorithm works as follows. If a user is moving out of a hotspot and is 

currently connected to WLAN, a VHO to WWAN is performed. If a user is moving 

into a hotspot and the service session is long, a VHO is performed to WLAN for NRT 

sessions. For RT sessions, VHO will be performed if the user is expected to remian 

within the hotspot.

In [30], the proposed adaptive algorithm is compared with the “Always WWAN” 

and “WLAN if coverage” algorithms in terms of call blocking probability. Simulation 

results in [30] prove that the performance of Hasib’s algorithm is better than the other 

two in terms of new call blocking probability because it allocates users according to a 

number of criteria rather than just allocates users in a predefined order. However, it 

is more complex and requires more information. A challenge of this algorithm is that 

it relies on the location prediction information, which may be hard to be obtained in 

practice. The QoS negotiation framework and detailed signaling procedures for this 

algorithm are discussed in [54].

2.4.5 Fuzzy logic based algorithms

A number of RAT selection algorithms applying the concept of fuzzy logic have been 

studied in the literature. A fuzzy-neural based RAT selection algorithm that considers 

both technical and non-technical aspects (e.g. user demands and operator preferences) 

is given in [55, 56]. This algorithm contains three main procedures: fuzzy neural, 

reinforcement learning, and multiple decision-making. The fuzzy neural procedure 

aims to allocate a numerical indication named Fuzzy Selected Decision (FSD) to each 

RAT. The value of a FSD is between 0 to 1, which is determined by a set of linguistic
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variables, such as signal strength, resource availability, and mobile speed. The RAT 

with the highest FSD value is selected. The reinforcement procedure is used to select 

and adjust parameters used in the fuzzy-neural algorithm to ensure a target value 

of a given QoS parameter. The detailed reinforcement procedure can be referred to 

[57, 58]. Finally, the multiple decision-making procedure is performed to make a final 

decision on RAT selection using FSD values, user demands, and operator preferences.

A number of RAT selection algorithms using similar concept as the above algo

rithm but using different RAT selection criteria have been studied in the literature. 

In [59], Chan et ah, presented a RAT selection algorithm using fuzzy Multiple Ob

jective Decision Making (MODM). Chan’s algorithm makes RAT selection decisions 

using seven criteria: signal strength, bandwidth, charging model, reliability, latency, 

battery status, and priority. Guo et al. [60] proposed a fuzzy multiple objective 

decision based algorithm using cell type, data rate, coverage, transmission delay, and 

call arrival rate as RAT selection criteria.

Zhang [61] proposed an algorithm using a Fuzzy Multiple Attribute Decision Mak

ing (MADM) method. In this algorithm, fuzzy logic is used to deal with the imprecise 

information of RAT selection criteria. The imprecise data are first converted to crisp 

numbers, and then, classical MADM methods are used to determine the ranking of 

RATs. The RAT with the highest ranking is then selected as the serving RAT.

In [62, 63], Alkhawlani and Hussein proposed an algorithm using fuzzy logic and 

Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) for a co-located WWAN/WMAN/WLAN 

network. Their algorithm contains two modules: User Software Module (USM) in the 

user terminal and Operator Software Module (OSM) in the CRRM entity. The USM 

containing a network-assisted terminal-controlled algorithm reflects the user prefer

ence. The network-assisted terminal-controlled algorithm contains two components: 

the fuzzy logic based control component and the MCDM component. The fuzzy logic
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based control component has four fuzzy logic based subsystems considering four user 

selection criteria separately: reliability, security, battery power, and price. The in

puts of the four subsystems are the user preferred price, user preferred reliability, 

user preferred security, and the importance of battery power for the user respectively, 

and each subsystem has three outputs: the probabilities of acceptance for the user in 

WWAN, WMAN, and WLAN respectively. The MCDM component uses the outputs 

of the fuzzy logic based control component as inputs and works out ranking values 

for the three RATs by allocating a weighting factor on each criterion.

The OSM containing a terminal-assisted network controlled algorithm reflects the 

operator’s point of view. The OSM has a fuzzy logic based control component and a 

MCDM component too. The fuzzy logic based control component has four subsystems 

considering received signal strength criterion, mobile station speed criterion, service 

type criterion, and radio resources availability criterion respectively. The inputs of the 

four subsystems arc received signal strengths of the three RATs, Mobile Station (MS) 

speed, delay limit and required bit rate, and radio resources availability respectively. 

The outputs are the probabilities of accepting the user in each RAT dependent on 

each criterion. These outputs and the outputs of USM then becomes inputs of the 

MCDM component. The final ranking value of the three RATs are solved by allocating 

weighting factors on each criterion and the user preference. The RAT with the highest 

ranking value is selected as the serving RAT.

Alkhawlani and Hussein compared their algorithm with three reference algorithms: 

random selection based, terminal speed based, and service based. The results show 

that compared to other algorithms, in their algorithm, higher percentages of users 

can be allocated to their preferred RATs, with better QoS conditions, and lower cost.
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2.5 Summary

This chapter reviews a number of RAT selection algorithms for the heterogeneous 

wireless networks. These algorithms have been grouped into three families: random 

selection based, single criterion based, and multiple criteria based. The random selec

tion based algorithm is the simplest one but is inefficient. Single criterion algorithms 

can improve the system performance in some aspects, however, they make RAT selec

tion decision only dependent on one criterion, which may not meet the requirements 

of both customers and operators in some cases. Multiple criteria algorithms, which 

make RAT selection decisions after integrating a number of criteria, are more likely 

to provide an optimal solution. However, they are complicated and sometimes cum

bersome to use. A tradeoff needs to be made between the complexity and efficiency 

of RAT selection algorithms.
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Chapter 3

Modeling and simulation

In this chapter, simulation models, performance parameters, and simulation algo

rithms that will be used in this thesis are discussed. The overall simulation model 

is shown in Fig. 3.1. This model contains three parts. The first part contains in

puts, such as mobility model, radio propagation model, traffic model, and RAT load 

model, the second part contains RAT selection algorithms, and the third part con

tains outputs, such as user throughput, blocking probability, dropping probability, 

and fairness. The three parts will be discussed respectively in the rest of this chapter.

RAT selection algorithms

Mobility model 
Radio propagation model 

Traffic model 
RAT load model

User throughput 
Blocking probability 
Dropping probability 

Fairness

Figure 3.1: Simulation model
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3.1 Simulation models

In this thesis, MATLAB is used to implement simulation models and the following 

models are used.

3.1.1 Mobility model

The mobility model is used to update user positions based on a random user movement 

pattern. Users are initially distributed randomly within the simulation area. The 

location of the uth user at time t + 1, positionu(t + 1) is:

where v(t) and 6(t) are the user velocity and direction at time t respectively, index u 

denotes the uth user. 9(t) is given by:

where rand is a random number between 0 and 1.

3.1.2 Topology model

It is assumed that users are only allowed to move within a predefined simulation 

area. The border effect is alleviated by using the wraparound method. The left and 

right borders, and top and bottom borders are connected to each other. When a user 

reaches the border of the simulation area, the user will be wrapped around to the 

opposite side. Fig. 3.2 shows an example of the wraparound method.

positionu{t + 1) = positionu(t) + vu(t)eldu^ (3-1)

9u(t) = 9u(t — 1) + 2 • rand • n. (3.2)
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Figure 3.2: An example of the wraparound method

3.1.3 Radio propagation model

In radio transmissions, signal strength decreases with the increase of the distance 

between the transmitter and the receiver. Path loss (or path attenuation) refers to the 

reduction in power density (attenuation) of an electromagnetic wave as it propagates 

through space. The path loss can be modeled as:

where Ai is a constant which is dependent on the antenna properties, transmission 

wavelength, environment (rural, suburban, or urban), base station height, etc, d is 

the distance between transmitter and receiver, and 7 is the path loss exponent with 

typical values ranging from 2 in a free space propagation environment to 5 in a dense 

urban area.

The above path loss model is a very simple model. A number of complex models

(3.3)
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have been studied in the literature [64]. In most of the literature, the well known 

Okumura-Hata propagation model is used:

LdB = 46.3+33.9log(f) — l3.82log(hb) — a(hrn) + [4:4.9 — 6.55log(hb)}log(d)+Cm, (3.4)

where / is the frequency of the transmission in MHz, hb is the height of antenna at 

the base station in meters, hm is the height of the mobile or receiver in meters , d 

is the distance between the receiver and the transmitter in km, a(hm) is the mobile 

antenna correction factor, and Cm is the correction factor which has a different value 

for each environment. Usually, a simplified Okumura-Hata propagation model is used 

in simulations:

where A and B are constants computed from a given set of parameters including BS 

antenna height, mobile station (MS) antenna height, and carrier frequency; d is the 

distance between BS and MS. In this thesis, the simplified Okumura-Hata propagation 

model is used.

LdB — A + Blog10(d), (3.5)

3.1.4 Traffic model

New calls arrive according to a Poisson process:

(3.6)

where k = 0,1,2..., and A is the average number of arrival calls during a given interval. 

The holding time of user calls is generated according to an exponential distribution.



The probability density function f(x, h) is given by:

h ■ e h x x > 0,
f(x,h) = < (3.7)

I 0 x < 0.

where h is the mean call holding time.

3.1.5 RAT load models 

RAT load model 1

RAT load model 1 is a simple model, in which all RATs are assumed to have the 

same capacity, and there is no service differentiation. The bit rate of all calls is 

simply assumed to be same.

GSM/GERAN load model

In the GSM model, there are n carrier frequencies in each cell and every carrier 

frequency contains eight time slots so that a GSM cell has a total number of 8 x n 

physical channels. Some of the channels are signalling channels and the rest are traffic 

channels. Each call (voice or data) will be allocated to one traffic channel.

The GERAN model is similar to the GSM model. However, in the GERAN 

model, if the RAT capacity is insufficient, multiple data users will be forced to share 

one physical channel. If the capacity is sufficient, each data user can occupy one 

traffic channel.

There are two ways to measure the RAT load: one is dependent on the maximum 

resource consumption and another is dependent on the minimum resource consump

tion. According to the maximum resource consumption method, the GERAN load
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can be worked out by:

where i is the number of voice users served in GERAN, j is the number of data users 

served in GERAN, and Nc is the total number of traffic channels in GERAN. In this 

case, every data user can occupy one GERAN channel.

According to the minimum resource consumption method:

LG = i/Nc + j/(nNc). (3.9)

where n is the maximum number of data users that can share one traffic channel. In 

the simulations performed in this thesis, it is assumed that voice users have higher 

service priority than data users in GSM/GERAN network. Data users share the 

traffic channels not occupied by voice users.

La = (i+j)/Nc, (3.8)

UMTS/UTRAN load model 1

The UMTS/UTRAN load model 1 is discussed in [65]. In UMTS networks, a pa

rameter called load factor is introduced to measure the system load. When a UMTS 

network is fully loaded, its load factor is one. A safety margin is used because a 

UMTS system will be unstable if it is fully loaded. Thus a load factor threshold 

(maximum allowed load factor value) needs to be set. In UMTS networks, the uplink 

and downlink load factors should be calculated separately. The uplink load factor, 

rjuL, can be calculated as [65]:

Vul

N

(i + /)£
j=i

1
1 + w Z
1 ^ (Bt/No^RjVj

(3.10)
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where / is the other cells to own cell interference ratio, N is the number of service 

connections, W is the WCDMA chip rate, E^/Nq is the signal energy per bit to noise 

spectral density ratio, Rj is the bit rate of the jth call, and Vj is the activity factor of 

the jth call. The downlink load factor, t]dl, is given by [65]:

^ = + (3-H)

where a is the average orthogonality factor in the cell and / is the average other 

cells to own cell interference ratio. A new service request is accepted if the following 

conditions is satisfied:

New-TJul, TjjjL-thresholdi (3.12)

and

NewjqDL < r]DL_threshoid, (3.13)

where NewjquL and New-7]DL are the new uplink and downlink load factors af

ter accepting a new service request, rjUL_threshoid and rjDL_threshoid are the uplink and 

downlink load factor thresholds respectively.

The load of UTRAN, Ly, is given by [65]:

Lu — max(LujjL, Ly_Dy), (3.14)

where Ly yy^ Lu dl are the uplink and downlink loads of UTRAN respectively:

L VUL
UML —

V U L-threshold
(3.15)
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Lu-dl — (3.16)Vdl

VDL-threshold

UMTS/UTRAN load model 2

In UMTS/UTRAN load model 1, downlink BS transmission power limitation is not 

considered. In a UMTS network, part of the BS transmission power is reserved for

where Pol is the downlink BS transmission power for traffic channels, P^ is the 

thermal noise power, and Lj is the loss between BS and the jth UE (including path 

loss and penetration loss).

A new service request is accepted, if it meets the load factor requirement and the 

following power requirement:

where New-Pol is the downlink transmission power after accepting the new service 

request and Pdl-max is the maximum BS transmission power allocated to traffic chan

nels. A service request is admitted when it meets all the requirements given in (3.12), 

(3.13) and (3.18).

In the simulations performed in this thesis, it is assumed that voice users have 

higher priority than data users in UMTS/UTRAN network. Data users share the 

resources not used by voice users. Due to the asymmetric property of data services, 

only downlink load is measured. It is assumed that all data users have the same bit 

rate requirement. By rearranging (3.11), the downlink data user bit rate is:

signalling channels. The downlink transmission power calculation is given by [66]:

(3.17)

A^CW-PdL ^ PDLjmax (3.18)
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(3.19)VDL-data * W

Vdata(Eb/'No)dataO- ~ a + /)

where R is the total downlink bit rate for data users, rjoL-data is the downlink load 

factor of data users, which is given by:

where rfDL_voice is the downlink load factor of voice services. According to (3.17), the 

total downlink data bit rate can be calculated by:

where L is the average loss of all served data users and PoLAata is the power that can 

be used by data users. Pdl.data can be calculated by:

where PoL-voice is the power allocated to voice users.

With the increase of cell size, the path loss will increase and the required BS 

transmission power will in turn be higher. Usually, when the cell size is large, the 

maximum available throughput is determined by the BS transmission power, other

wise, it is determined by the load factor.

WLAN load model

A WLAN network has higher capacity than GERAN and UTRAN, however, due 

to overheads, the available capacity of a WLAN network is much lower than its

VDL-data ^]DL -threshold ?iDLjvoice? (3.20)

PpLjdata ' W (1 — T]dl) 

Pn * ( Pbj )data Vdata P
(3.21)

(3.22)
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bandwidth. In a WLAN network, both uplink and downlink traffic share the same 

bandwidth. The WLAN load calculation is still a research challenge. A simple WLAN 

load calculation is given by [33]:

Lw —
mxRvx2 + nxRdx2

Ww LAN ’
(3.23)

where Rv is the user bit rate for voice calls, Rd is the user bit rate for data calls, m 

is the number of voice users served in WLAN, n is the number of data users served 

in WLAN, and Wwlan is the available WLAN capacity. It should be noticed that 

Rd does not reflect the actual bit rate of a data user served in WLAN. It is only used 

as a parameter to calculate the WLAN load factor, which need to be used in the LB 

based algorithm. Data users share the WLAN capacity not used by voice users. A 

data user can occupy the whole WLAN bandwidth if there are no other users served.

The reason for choosing the above models in this work is that they are common 

models used by most of the literature in this area. These models can be further 

improved so that they will be closer to the real world situations. However, due to the 

time constraints, more complicated models are not considered in this work but they 

can be included in the future work.

3.2 Simulation algorithms

In this section, a number of simulation algorithms are discussed.

3.2.1 LB based algorithm

The LB based RAT selection algorithm determines the least loaded RAT and allo

cates new calls to it. A detailed LB based algorithm is as follows:
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LB based algorithm 
t=0
while (t < simulation time), t+ +

If a new call arrives
Check the call location
Find all RATs that have coverage for the call 
Check the call type
Find all RATs that have coverage for the call and can serve the call 
Calculate the loads of all available RATs 
Select the least loaded RAT as the target RAT

If the load of the target RAT is enough to serve the call 
Allocate the call to the target RAT 

Else
Block the call

3.2.2 NCCB algorithm

In the NCCB RAT selection algorithm, high path loss users are allocated to GSM, 

while low path loss users are allocated to UMTS. A detailed NCCB algorithm is as 

follows:

NCCB algorithm 
t=0
while (t < simulation time), t+ +

If a new call arrives
If the path loss of the call > a predefined path loss threshold 

If the GSM capacity is enough to serve the new call 
Allocate the call to GSM 

Else
If the UMTS capacity is enough to serve the new call 

Allocate the call to UMTS 
Else

Block the call
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Else
If the UMTS capacity is enough to serve the new call 

Allocate the call to UMTS 
Else

If the GSM capacity is enough to serve the new call 
Allocate the call to GSM 

Else
Block the call

3.2.3 Service based algorithm

In the service based algorithm, a particular type of user is allocated to the RAT that 

is most suitable to it. A detailed service based algorithm is as follows:

Service based algorithm 
t=0
while (t < simulation time), t+ +

If a new call arrives
Check the call location
Find all RATs that have coverage for the call 
Check the call type
Find all RATs that have coverage for the call and can serve the call 
Find the most suitable RAT for this particular type of call 
Select the RAT as target RAT (1)

If the load of the target RAT is enough to serve the call 
Allocate the call to the target RAT 

Else
Remove this RAT from the available RAT list
Find the second suitable RAT for this particular type of call

Loop to (1) until find a RAT that has enough capacity to serve the
call

If none of the RAT have enough capacity to serve the call 
Block the call
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3.2.4 Proposed policy based algorithms

In the last chapter, three two-complex policy based RAT selection algorithms: VG*IN, 

IN*VG, and VG*VU were discussed. However, for VG*IN and IN*VG algorithms, 

indoor voice users and outdoor data users will only be assigned to one particular RAT. 

They can be further improved by allowing them to be allocated to another RAT when 

the capacity of the preferred RAT is full. Table 3.1 describes the improved VG*IN 

and IN*VG algorithms.

From Table 3.1, it can be seen that the improved VG*IN algorithm becomes the 

same as the VG*VU algorithm. The improved IN*VG algorithm becomes a three- 

complex algorithm: IN*VG*Load, where the Load policy becomes the third policy, 

which allocates users to the least loaded RAT. For example, if the GSM capacity 

is full, indoor voice users can be allocated to UMTS according to the Load policy. 

In a heavily loaded network, the IN*VG*Load algorithm can optimize the system 

performance by minimizing the number of indoor users in UMTS. However, it does 

not work well in a lightly loaded network, because allocating indoor data users to GSM 

is not a good choice when there are sufficient resources in UMTS. The allocation of 

outdoor voice users to UMTS may also decrease the throughput of data users in 

UMTS. The details of the reasons will be discussed in the next chapter.

Another new algorithm, called Proposed Policy Based Algorithm 2, is proposed to

Table 3.1: Improved VG*IN and IN*VG algorithms

Service type Improved VG*IN Improved IN*VG

Voice and indoor Select GSM first and then UMTS Select GSM first and then UMTS

Voice and outdoor Select GSM first and then UMTS Select UMTS first and then GSM

Data and indoor Select UMTS first and then GSM Select GSM first and then UMTS

Data and outdoor Select UMTS first and then GSM Select UMTS first and then GSM
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maximize the system performance in low to medium loaded co-located UMTS/GSM 

networks. The Proposed Policy Based Algorithm 2 aims to minimize blocking and 

dropping probabilities of voice calls while maintaining a high throughput for data 

calls in a low to medium loaded network. The details of this algorithm is as follows:

Proposed Policy Based Algorithm 2 
t=0
while (t < simulation time), t+ +

If a new call arrives 
Check the call type 

If it is a voice call
Check the GSM capacity (1)

If the GSM capacity is enough to serve the call 
Allocate the call to GSM 

Else
Check the UMTS capacity

If the UMTS capacity is enough to serve the call 
Allocate the call to UMTS 

Else
Block the call 

If it is a data call
Check the call is indoor or outdoor 

If the call is indoor
New UMTS data throughput minus old UMTS data throughput

> lf-4 kbps?
If yes

Allocate the call to UMTS 
Else

Go to (1)
If the call is outdoor

Allocate the call to UMTS

The Proposed Policy Based Algorithm 2 considers VG, IN, and Load policies. It 

makes RAT selection decisions based on the difference between new and old UMTS 

data throughput. In this algorithm, voice calls are allocated to GSM first. If the 

capacity of GSM is full, they will be served by UMTS. This is because allocation of 

voice calls into UMTS may decrease the throughput of data users serving by UMTS.
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Data and outdoor services are allocated to UMTS, because they satisfy both VG and 

IN policies. For data and indoor users, if the new data throughput of UMTS (the 

data throughput of UMTS including the new data user) minus the old throughput 

of UMTS (the data throughput of UMTS before adding the new data user) is larger 

than 14.4 kbps, it is allocated to UMTS. Otherwise, if the GSM capacity is not full, 

it is allocated to GSM. If the GSM capacity is full, it is allocated to UMTS. The 

rationale is as follows. In GSM, data users can obtain a bit rate of 14.4 kbps. If a 

new data user is allocated into GSM, the overall data throughput will be increased 

by 14.4 kbps. If the new UMTS data throughput is larger than the old one plus 14.4 

kbps, it means that allocating the new data user into UMTS can obtain a higher 

overall throughout of data users than allocating it to GSM. So, the new data user 

should be allocated to UMTS. Otherwise, it should be allocated to GSM.

3.3 Summary

This chapter discusses a number of simulation models, simulation parameters and 

simulation algorithms. Two improved policy based RAT selection algorithms are 

proposed in this chapter. The performance of these algorithms will be evaluated 

using the above simulation models and parameters in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

Performance evaluation

In this chapter, four simulations are carried out to evaluate the performance of RAT 

selection algorithms.

4.1 Load threshold setting in the LB based algo
rithm

In Chapter 2, the load threshold of LB based RAT selection algorithm was discussed. 

However, to the best of our knowledge, existing works did not clearly illustrate the 

effects of load threshold setting on the performance of LB based RAT selection algo

rithm. This section focuses on the study of this issue. In this section, the effects of 

load threshold setting on the performance of load based RAT selection algorithm for 

real time traffic will be evaluated in terms of load balancing, call blocking/dropping 

probability, and DR/VHO probability.

It is assumed that there are three overlapped cells (named Cell 1, Cell 2, and Cell 

3 respectively), which overlap in the same coverage area but belong to different RATs.
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In this simulation, RAT model 1 is used. Simulation parameters are summarized in 

Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Simulation parameters

Cell capacity ( for Cell 1, 2, and 3) 1 Mbps

User bit rate 100 kbps

Initial load for Cell 1 90% of the maximum cell capacity

Initial load for Cell 2 80% of the maximum cell capacity

Initial load for Cell 1 70% of the maximum cell capacity

Load information update interval 1 time interval

Call arrival rate 1 per time interval (to a randomly selected cell)

Call completion rate 1 per time interval (from a randomly selected cell)

Fig. 4.1 presents the load variation patterns of cells 1, 2, and 3 respectively when 

a load threshold of 0.8 of the maximum cell capacity is set. Fig. 4.2 presents the load 

variation patterns when load threshold is not set. It should be noted that the later 

case equals to set a load threshold of 100% of the cell capacity. It can be seen that 

the traffic load can be distributed among overlapped cells in a much more balanced 

manner by setting a proper load threshold.
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Figure 4.1: Load distribution patterns when a load threshold of 80% of the maximum 
cell capacity is set and the load information is updated at every time interval
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Figure 4.2: Load distribution patterns when no load threshold is set and the load 
information is updated at every time interval

In order to get quantitative comparison results, load deviation is used to measure 

the degree of load balancing. The average load deviation can be obtained by averaging 

the sum of load deviation values at all time intervals. In order to get more accurate 

results, the simulation is run by a number of times and the load deviation value is 

further averaged. The results are shown in Table 4.2. When the load information is
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updated at every time interval, the load deviation value of setting a load threshold 

is only about 30% of the load deviation value of not setting a load threshold. The 

effect of setting a load threshold is quite obvious in this case.

Table 4.2: Load deviation values

Load Threshold value Load deviation value
Load information updated Load information updated
at every time interval at every 10 time intervals

0.8 0.0413 0.1415
1 0.1406 0.1895

The above simulation scenario assumes an idea CRRM model, in which the CRRM 

entity always knows the latest load information of all cells. However, in practice, in 

order to reduce the amount of overhead, the load information is usually updated in 

a delayed manner. Thus the CRRM entity sometimes makes decisions based on out- 

of-date information. The above simulation is redone by keeping all parameters the 

same as before except that the load information update period is changed from one 

time interval to ten time intervals. The obtained load deviation values are shown in 

Table 4.2. It can be seen that the load deviation value of setting a load threshold is 

about 75% of the load deviation value of not setting a load threshold. In this case, 

the advantage of achieving load balancing by setting a load threshold is significantly 

weakened when the load information is updated in a delayed manner.

Fig. 4.3 presents the relationship between call blocking/dropping probability, load 

information update period, and load threshold. Fig. 4.4 demonstrates the relationship 

among call DR/VHO probability, load information update period, and load thresh

old. From Fig. 4.3, it can be seen that when the load information update period 

is one time interval, the call blocking/dropping probability is always zero regard

less of the load threshold value because new calls are always allocated to the least 

loaded RAT. However, when the load information update period is longer, the call
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blocking/dropping probability increases with a decrease of the load threshold. From 

Fig. 4.3, it can be seen when the load information update period is 15 time inter

vals, the blocking/dropping probability almost doubled when the load threshold is 

decreased from 100% of the cell capacity to 80% of the cell capacity. This is because 

in an ideal CRRM model, a call will never be blocked or dropped unless the capacities 

of all overlapped cells are full. The setting of load threshold or not has no influence on 

the call blocking/dropping probability. However, in practice, a call may be blocked 

or dropped even though some of the cells still have sufficient capacities. The reason is 

that some calls may be directed to wrong cells due to the out-of-date load information 

in the CRRM entity.

(HJ35

lo*tf threshold ... load intaation update period pros in)e»vaty

Figure 4.3: Relationship among load information update period, load threshold, and 
call blocking/dropping probability
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call DR/VI40 probability

Let us look at an example. At time £, a call arrives at Cell 1, which is fully loaded. 

Load information stored in the CRRM entity at time t shows that Cell 2 is the least 

loaded overlapped cell of Cell 1 and it has free capacity to serve the new call. The call 

will then be directed to Cell 2. However, due to the out-of-date load information, the 

actual load of Cell 2 is full at time t. The call will be rejected by Cell 2 and dropped 

even though Cell 3 has free capacity to serve it. If we set a load threshold, the CRRM 

entity will start to direct calls to overlapped cells when the load of the current cell 

is above the threshold. The lower the threshold, the higher the probability that a 

DR or VHO will occur (shown in Fig. 4.4). For example, the DR/VHO probability 

tripled when the load threshold decreases from 0.9 of the cell capacity to 0.8 of the cell 

capacity. As mentioned before, there is a risk of call blocking/dropping for DR/VHO 

due to the out-of-date load information. So, higher DR/VHO probability will in turn 

cause higher blocking/dropping probability. If we don’t set a load threshold, a call
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will only perform DR/VHO when the load of the current cell is full. In this case, 

the probability of the DR/VHO is minimized and in turn the call blocking/dropping 

probability is minimized. Higher DR/VHO probability will also cause more frequent 

DR/VHO actions, which in turn causes more overheads.

In summary, setting a proper load threshold may achieve a more balanced load 

distribution among overlapped RATs. However, it also may cause higher DR/VHO 

probability and in turn higher overhead and blocking/dropping probability. Tradeoffs 

need to be made before making decisions.

4.2 Performance comparison of three algorithms

Although in [33], some simulations have been performed to demonstrate that in a 

co-located GERAN/UTRAN/WLAN network, using CRRM can achieve better per

formance than the case not using CRRM, to the best of our knowledge, there are 

no detailed performance evaluation works being carried out. This section evaluates 

the performance of three RAT selection algorithms in terms of traffic distribution, 

blocking probability, throughput, and throughput fairness. The fairness index is used 

to measure the throughput fairness.

It is assumed that three RATs, GERAN, UTRAN, and WLAN co-exist in the 

same coverage area as shown in Fig. 6.3. In order to simplify the complexity, users 

are assumed arriving and moving only within the hotspot area. Two different service 

types are considered, voice and data. Data traffic is assumed to be symmetric.
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Figure 4.5: Network topology

The following three RAT selection algorithms will be evaluated in this section: 

Algorithm 1: It is LB based. RAT loads are calculated based on the maximum 

resource consumption when the traffic load is low. However, when the traffic load 

is high (the loads of all the three RATs reaches 1 by using the maximum resource 

consumption calculation), RAT loads are then calculated based on the minimum 

resource consumption.

Algorithm 2: It is LB based too, however, RAT loads are directly calculated based 

on the minimum resource consumption.

Algorithm 3: It is a service based algorithm, in which voice users are allocated to 

GERAN, UTRAN, and WLAN in order and data users are allocated in an inverse 

order.

Because WCDMA systems are uplink limited, only uplink load factor is consid

ered in this simulation. GSM/GERAN model, UMTS/UTRAN model 1, and WLAN
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model are used in this simulation. The detailed simulation parameters are summa

rized in Table 4.3:

Table 4.3: Simulation parameters

GERAN
Parameters Voice Data

User bit rate 12.2 kbps
Minimum: 16kbps 
Maximum: 59.2 kbps

Number of carrier frequency 3
Number of data users can share one channel 3
UTRAN
Parameters Voice Data
Activity factor 0.67 1
Eb/N0 6dB 5dB

User bit rate 12.2 kbps
Minimum: 16kbps 
Maximum: 128kbps

Uplink load factor threshold r)u L 0.75
WCDMA chip rate W 3.84 Mcps
Carrier frequency 1950MHZ
WLAN
Parameters Voice | Data
Type of RAT 802.11b
Available bandwidth 6 Mbps

User bit rate 22.8kbps [33]
Minimum: 16kbps 
Maximum: 128kbps

Table 4.4 works out the load factors for different types of user services in different 

RATs. For example, a load factor of 0.0417 means that a user occupies 4.17% of the 

total RAT capacity. Obviously, in a LB based algorithm, the lower load factor of a user 

for a RAT, the more likely the user will be allocated to that RAT. For example, voice 

users are more likely to be allocated to WLAN, because its load factor in WLAN is 

the lowest. In order to compare user load factors in different load calculation schemes, 

normalized user load factors are listed in Table 4.5. From Table 4.5, it can be seen 

that data users are more likely to be allocated to GERAN in Algorithm 1 and to 

WLAN in Algorithm 2.
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Tabic 4.4: Load factors

GERAN UTRAN WLAN
Load factors for voice users 0.0417 0.0084 0.0076
Load factors for data users
according to the maximum resource consumption calculation

0.0417 0.0954 0.0427

Load factors for data users
according to the minimum resource consumption calculation

0.0139 0.0130 0.0053

Table 4.5: Normalized load factors

GERAN UTRAN WLAN
Load factors for voice users 0.7227 0.1456 0.1317
Load factors for data users
according to the maximum resource consumption calculation

0.2319 0.5306 0.2375

Load factors for data users
according to the minimum resource consumption calculation

0.4317 0.4037 0.1646

Figs. 4.6 to 4.8 present the user distribution patterns of the three algorithms 

respectively. The numbers of users will increase with the increase of the traffic load 

and then start to level out when the network load reach to its maximum value. When 

the traffic load is low, in Algorithm 1, more voice users are allocated to UTRAN 

and less voice users are served by WLAN. This is because in Algorithm 1, the load 

factor of data users for UTRAN is much higher than the load factors of data users 

for GERAN and WLAN, so that less data users are served by UTRAN. Therefore, 

more UTRAN capacities are available for voice users and most of the voice users are 

allocated to UTRAN, which in turn causes less voice users in WLAN. In Algorithm 

3, none of the data users is served by GERAN and UTRAN, because all GERAN and 

UTRAN capacities are occupied by voice users.
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Figure 4.6: User distribution patterns for Algorithm 1
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Figure 4.7: User distribution patterns for Algorithm 2
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Fig. 4.9 presents the blocking probabilities of the three algorithms. From Fig. 4.9, 

it can be seen that in terms of blocking probability, Algorithm 3 is the worst one 

when the traffic load is high. For example, when the offered voice and data traffics 

are 180 Erlangs, the blocking probability of using Algorithm 3 is around 35% higher 

than using the other two algorithms. This is because in the two LB based algorithms, 

some data users are forced to share one channel in GERAN when the traffic load is 

high. However, in Algorithm 3, because voice users will be served in GERAN first 

and every voice user occupies one GERAN channel so that the total number of users 

that can be served is less than Algorithms 1 and 2.
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Figure 4.9: Blocking probabilities

Fig. 4.10 illustrates average data throughputs of the three algorithms. From 

Fig. 4.10, it can be seen that in terms of data throughput, Algorithm 1 performs 

better than the other two when the traffic load is low (for example, about 13% higher 

than Algorithm 2 and around 20% higher than Algorithm 3 when the offered voice 

and data traffics are 40 Erlangs). This is because in Algorithm 1, as discussed before, 

only a small number of voice users are served by WLAN. Therefore, more WLAN 

capacity is available for data users. Algorithm 3 is the worst one, because it allocates 

all voice users to GERAN and UTRAN, and all data users to WLAN so that no 

GERAN and UTRAN capacities are available for data users. When the traffic load 

becomes high, Algorithm 3 outperforms the other two algorithms in terms of data 

throughput (almost 6 times as high as Algorithms 1 and 2), because it can minimize 

the number of voice users served by WLAN.
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Figure 4.10: Average data throughput

Fig. 4.11 presents the throughput fairness of the three algorithms. Algorithm 3 

achieves the best performance, because all data users are served in WLAN and share 

the same amount of resources so that the fairness index is always 1.

-O— Algorithm 1
•••B...Algorithm 2
—*— Algorithm 3

160 180
Total Offered Voice/Oata Traffic (Tv/Td) {Erlang}

Figure 4.11: Throughput fairness

In summary, in terms of blocking probability, Algorithm 3 is the worst one when 

the traffic load is high. In terms of data throughput, Algorithm 1 performs better
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than the other two algorithms when the traffic load is low, however, Algorithm 3 

outperforms the other two algorithms when the traffic load is high. In terms of 

throughput fairness, Algorithm 3 achieves the best performance.

4.3 Tradeoff between overall throughput and user 
satisfaction

The work in this section and the next section has been done in the early stage so that 

they focuses on a two co-located RAT scenario rather than a three co-located RAT 

scenario.

As discussed in Chapter 2, in a NCCB algorithm, the setting of path loss thresh

old is a key point. In this section, simulations are performed to find the relation

ship between overall downlink data throughput, user satisfaction rate, and path loss 

threshold.

In this simulation, the following assumptions are made: A GSM and a UMTS 

network are overlapped, UMTS/UTRAN model 2 is used and only data users are 

considered. Two simulation scenarios have been considered: cell size of 2km x 2km 

and cell size of 4km x 4km. The path loss of every user is measured at every time 

interval during the simulation period. Both low network load (20 users served) and 

high network load (40 users served) cases are simulated. A user is assumed to be 

satisfied if the service bit rate is equal to or above a minimum accepted value Rs. 

The detailed parameters are summarized in Table 4.6.

Simulation results for the scenario where the cell size is 2km x 2km are shown in 

Figs. 4.12 to 4.13.
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Table 4.6: Simulation parameters

GSM parameters
Number of carrier frequencies 3
Data user bit rate 12.2 kbps
UMTS parameters
Activity factor 1
Bb/N0 5dB
Downlink load factor threshold t)dl 0.75
WCDMA chip rate W 3.84 Mcps
Average orthogonality a 0.5
Other cells to own cell interference ratio f 0.65
Maximum base station transmission power 20 W
Signalling channel power allocation 3W
Carrier frequency 1950MHZ
Thermal noise power 108dBm
Other parameters
User speed 3km/hour
Base station antenna height 30m
Mobile antenna height 1.5m

Rs 32 kbps

--------20 users
--------40 users

§ 800

Path loss threshold

Figure 4.12: Throughput variation patterns when the cell size is 2km x 2km
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Figure 4.13: User satisfaction rate variation patterns when the cell size is 2km x 2km

From Figs. 4.12 to 4.13, it can be seen when the network load is low (20 users 

served), with the increase of path loss threshold, the overall throughput will increase 

to a maximum value (when the path loss threshold = 130dB) and then decrease, 

however, the user satisfaction rate keeps increasing. The reasons are as follows. When 

the path loss threshold is low, most or even all users are allocated to GSM, where only 

a relatively low throughput is available and the UMTS capacity is not utilized. This 

causes both low overall throughput and low user satisfaction rate. However, with 

the increase of path loss threshold from 100 dB to 130 dB, more users will be served 

by UMTS, where a relatively high data throughput is available and more UMTS 

capacity will be utilized so that both overall throughput and user satisfaction rate 

will increase. If the path loss threshold is above 130 dB, most of or even all users will 

be allocated to UMTS. The UMTS capacity will reach to its maximum value and the 

throughput per user in UMTS will be decreased. In this case, only a small number of 

users are assigned to GSM, most GSM channels will not be used, which will cause a 

lower overall throughput. However, because the network load is low, even though all
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users are allocated to UMTS; they still can get a throughput higher than Rs so that 

the user satisfaction rate remains increasing.

In the high network load case (40 users served), when the path loss threshold 

is between 100 dB and 130 dB, the overall throughput levels out. The reasons are 

as follows. For the GSM network, because the path loss threshold is relatively low, 

most users are allocated to GSM first so that all GSM channels are occupied. For the 

UMTS network, because of the small cell size, the UMTS throughput is determined by 

the load factor. So the overall throughput is a fixed value whatever the average user 

path loss is. If we keep increasing the path loss threshold, both overall throughput 

and user satisfaction rate will decrease. The reason for overall throughput decline is 

the same as the case where 20 users are served. The reason for user satisfaction rate 

decrease is that the increase of users served in UMTS causes the per user throughput 

less than Rs.

Figs. 4.14 to 4.15 show the simulation results when the cell size is enlarged to 

4km x 4km. It can be seen that for the low network load case, the overall throughout 

and user satisfaction rate variation patterns are similar to the small cell size situation. 

However, the maximum throughput value occurs when the path loss threshold is 140 

dB rather than 130 dB. For the high network load case, the overall throughput and 

user satisfaction rate variation patterns have some differences from the small cell size 

situation. This is because when the cell size becomes larger, the average path loss of 

users will in turn increase and the bottleneck of throughput will be BS transmission 

power rather than load factor. With the increase of path loss threshold from 100 dB 

to 140 dB, more high path loss users will be allocated to GSM so that the interference 

level in UMTS is reduced and higher throughput can then be achieved. When the 

path loss threshold is above 140 dB, the overall throughput will start to decrease. The 

reason is same as those for the small cell size situation. The user satisfaction rate
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will increase with the increase of path loss threshold from 120 dB to 140 dB, because 

more users are allocated to UMTS, where they can get a throughput higher than Rs. 

However, if the path loss threshold is above 140 dB, the user satisfaction rate will 

decrease, because there are too many users served in UMTS so that the throughput 

per user will be reduced.

-----------20 users
-----------40 users

§ 800

130
Path loss threshold

Figure 4.14: Throughput variation patterns when the cell size is 4km x 4km
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1

Path loss threshold

Figure 4.15: User satisfaction rate variation patterns when the cell size is 4km x 4km

In summary, the overall throughput will start to decrease if the path loss threshold 

is above a certain value, referred to as PL. The larger the cell size, the higher the 

value of PL (130 dB for a cell size of 2km x 2km and 140 dB for a cell size of 

4A:m x 4km). When the network load is low, the user satisfaction rate will keep 

increasing. When the network load becomes higher, the user satisfaction rate will 

start to decrease when the path loss threshold is above PL. When the network load 

is high, an optimum path loss threshold PL can be found in terms of both overall 

throughput and user satisfaction rate. However, when the network load is low, a 

tradeoff is required to balance the overall throughput and user satisfaction rate when 

the path loss threshold is above PL. The higher the path loss threshold is set, the 

lower the overall throughput but the higher the user satisfaction rate.
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4.4 Performance evaluation of proposed policy based 
algorithms

In this section, simulations are performed to compare the performance of the two 

proposed policy based algorithms and the VG*VU algorithm. It is assumed that a 

UMTS cell and a GSM cell are overlapped in a square area of 1 km x 1 km. There 

are four types of users being defined: voice indoor, voice outdoor, data indoor, and 

data outdoor. During the simulation time, it is assumed that every voice user makes 

one call. The data users are continuously downloading during the whole simulation 

period. It is assumed that the locations of indoor users are fixed while the outdoor 

users are moving within the simulation area randomly. It is also assumed that the 

indoor users have an additional penetration loss compared to the outdoor users and 

voice calls have higher priority over data calls.

It is assumed that the total number of users is 200. Five scenarios are defined in 

this simulation (summarized in Table 4.7). Three algorithms: VG*VU, IN*VG*Load, 

and the Proposed Policy Based Algorithm 2 are compared in terms of average down

link data throughput. The detailed simulation parameters are shown in Table 4.8 

and simulation results are shown in Figs. 4.16 to 4.20.

Table 4.7: Simulation scenarios

Scenario numbers Voice users (%) Data users (%) Indoor users (%) Outdoor users (%)
1 50 50 50 50
2 75 25 50 50
3 25 75 50 50
4 50 50 75 25
5 50 50 25 75
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Table 4.8: Network and traffic parameters

GSM
Parameters Voice Data
User bit rate 12.2 kbps 14.4 kbps
Number of carrier frequency 3
UMTS
Parameters Voice Data
Activity factor Vj Uplink: 0.67, Downlink: 0.58 1
Eb/N0 7dB 5dB
Downlink throughput Up to 384 kbps
Block error rate (BLER) 1% 10%

Bit rate of user Rj 12.2 kbps
Uplink: up to 64kbps, 
Downlink: up to 128kbps

Uplink load factor threshold 0.75
Downlink load factor threshold 0.75
WCDMA chip rate W 3.84 Mcps
Average orthogonality d 0.5
Other cells to own cell interference ratio f 0.65
Maximum base station transmission power 20 W
Signalling channel power allocation 3W
Base station antenna height 30m
Mobile antenna height 1.5m
Carrier frequency 1950MHZ
Thermal noise power -108dBm
Other parameters
User speed 3 km/hour
Call duration 120s
Penetration loss 20 dB

------ Proposed algorithm
- - VG*VU 
-*— IN*VG*Load

100
Number of users

Figure 4.16: Simulation results of Scenario 1.
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— 0.7

------ Proposed algorithm
- - VG*VU 
-*— IN*VG*Load

100
Number of users

Figure 4.17: Simulation results of Scenario 2.

------ Proposed algorithm
----- VG*VU

IN*VG*Load

100
Number of users

Figure 4.18: Simulation results of Scenario 3.
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Figure 4.19: Simulation results of Scenario 4.

------ Proposed algorithm
- - VG*VU 
-*— IN*VG*Load

100
Number of users

Figure 4.20: Simulation results of Scenario 5.

From Figs. 4.16 to 4.20, it can be seen that the IN*VG*Load algorithm performs 

worse than the other two algorithms when the system load is low in all of the five 

scenarios (for example, in Scenario 4, when the number of users is 8, the throughput is 

only about 11% of the other two algorithms). The main reasons are two-fold. Firstly,
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the IN*VG*Load algorithm allocates indoor data users into GSM, where only 14.4 

kbps bit rate is available for data services. However, these users can get a higher bit 

rate in UMTS when the network load is low to medium. Another reason is that it 

allocates outdoor voice users to UMTS, which reduces the throughput of data users 

served by UMTS. However, the other two algorithms allocate all voice users to GSM 

and all data users to UMTS so that the data users can obtain a higher throughput.

When the system is highly loaded, the IN*VG*Load algorithm is slightly better 

than the other two algorithms. The main reasons are two-fold. Firstly, applying IN 

policy at the highest priority can minimize the number of indoor users in UMTS. 

Furthermore, in a highly loaded UMTS network, due to the increased number of 

users, the throughput per data user can be even lower than the one in GSM.

The VG*VU algorithm performs worse than the other two when the system load 

is medium to high. The reason is that it does not consider the IN policy at all so that 

a large number of indoor users are allocated to UMTS, which significantly degrades 

the system capacity due to higher interference levels. In VG*VU, all data users are 

allocated to UMTS. When the UMTS capacity reaches to its upper bound, the arrival 

of a new data user will decrease the throughput per user while the total throughput of 

UMTS will remain at the same or similar value as before. This is why the throughput 

performance of VG*VU levels out from medium to high system load.

The Proposed Policy Based Algorithm 2 outperforms the other two under a low to 

medium system load situation, because the throughput comparison function of this 

algorithm maximizes the overall data user throughput.

Network operators can select the most suitable solution according to system load 

estimation. For example, during busy hours, the IN*VG*Load algorithm can be used 

while the Proposed Policy Based Algorithm 2 can be used at other times.
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4.5 Summary

In this chapter, a number of key performance metrics are evaluated for both existing 

and proposed RAT selection algorithms. Simulation results validate that the two 

proposed policy based RAT selection algorithms can work better than the VG*VU 

algorithm in terms of downlink data throughput in some cases. The results also show 

that there is no single algorithm that is suitable for all circumstances. Tradeoffs are 

always required.
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Chapter 5

User level Markov models

Markov models have been applied in the RAT selection algorithms because it can 

provide flexible, powerful, and efficient means for a theoretical analysis of system 

performance metrics, such as blocking probability, traffic distribution, RAT load, and 

RAT throughput. In this chapter, basic knowledge of Markov models is introduced, 

a number of existing user level Markov models for RAT selection algorithms are 

discussed, and new user level Markov models are proposed.

5.1 Background knowledge of Markov models

A Markov process, named for Andrey Markov, is a family of random variables {Xn, n = 

0,1, 2,...} with the Markov property, namely that, the next state depends only on the 

current state but not on the past. If Xn = z, the process is said to be in State z 

at time n. A Markov model is a particular type of Markov process, in which the 

process can only be in a finite or countable number of states. A one step transition
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probability of a Markov process from State i to State j is:

Pij P{X(n+l) S(n+l)\X-n ^(n)j •••^0 S(o)}, (5*1)

where i = S(n) and j = 5(n+i). The one step transition probability has the following 

properties:

1) It must be a non-negative value:

Pij > o, i,j > 0, (5.2)

2) The sum of all transition probabilities from State i to any State j is 1:

oo
Pa = 1, * = 0,1,-, (5-3)

3=0

3) The future state -X(n+i) depends only on the present state Xn but not any previous 

states:

Pij = P{X(n+1)=j\Xn = i}. (5.4)

The one step transition probability is usually summarized in a non-negative, stochas

tic transition matrix P:

Poo Pol P02

Pio Pu to

P20 P21 P22 (5.5)

Fig. 5.1 shows a simple example, in which there are two states: State 0 and State
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1. The transition probability matrix is:

0.75 0.25

0.5 0.5
(5.6)

1
2

|
4

Figure 5.1: An example of Markov model

A special Markov process called birth and death process can be used to build 

mathematical models for RAT selection algorithms. The birth and death process 

assumes that transitions are only allowed between neighboring states. Fig. 5.2 shows 

an example of the birth and death process.

Figure 5.2: An example of the birth and death process

Transition rates An, n > 0, are state-dependent arrival rates and transition rates
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/in+1, n > 0, are state-dependent departure rates. A steady state is defined as a state, 

in which the sum of arrival rates is equal to the sum of departure rates. Steady state 

probabilities, (7rn, n > 0) of the above Markov model can be worked out as follows.

TR) ' ^0 — TTl ' Ml? (5.7)

Ao
Tfl — TTo,

Mi
(5.8)

7Ti(Ai + /ii) = 7T0 • A0 + 7T2 • A2, (5.9)

712
Ao • A,
--------TlO)
Mi • M2

(5.10)

Kki^k + Mfc) — Tlfe-l ' Afc_i + 7Tfc+i • Afe+i, (5.11)

k — 1 >
TTk = 7T0 • TT ---—, k > 1. (5.12)

i=0 ^+1

If Ao = Xi — ... = An, n > 0, and /ii = /i2 — •••AWi? 77, > 0, then,

TTfc = 7T0(-)fc, fc > 0. (5.13)
M

From the law of total probability:

(5.14)
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(5.15)
oo k — 1

So,

1
(5.16)

After working out ir0, the rest steady state probabilities can be solved using (5.12).

The above method to solve the steady state probabilities is called direct method. 

However, when the Markov model is complex, the steady state probabilities may be 

insolvable using the direct method. An iterative power method can be used to solve 

a complex Markov model. The iterative power method works as follows. A concept 

of generator matrix of a Markov model is defined as:

where S is a countable infinite state space, is a instantaneous transition rate from 

State i to State j, which can be defined as [68]:

After working out the generator matrix Q, the one step probability transition matrix

Q = hj], Vi,j G s (5.17)

(5.18)

quit) = lim 
V At—»0

Pu(t,t +At) - 1 
A t (5.19)

At any instant time of t:

(5.20)
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can be solved by [68]:

where q is a uniformization factor, which is set to be a little bit larger than the maxi

mum absolute element in Q and I is an identity matrix, which has the same size as Q. 

For a probability transition matrix, when n in the following equation is large enough, 

no matter what assumptions are made about the initial probability distribution, after 

a large number of steps have been taken, the probability distribution will converge 

to:

p(n) = p(n-l)_ (5.22])

More details of the Markov model theory can be found in [68].

P = Q/q + J, (5.21)

5.2 User level Markov models

A user level Markov model is used to study a single user’s behavior in a heteroge

neous network. Through a well designed user level Markov model, we can know the 

probabilities of a user being in every RAT in the heterogeneous network, given the 

RAT selection algorithm being used, the call type, and other related information. In 

a user level Markov model, it is assumed that the network capacity is always sufficient 

to serve a user and hence blocking and dropping will not occur.

In [69], a simple user level Markov model is presented by Falowo et al. This model 

is designed for a co-located UMTS/WLAN network, in which a UMTS network has 

global coverage but a higher service cost and a WLAN network has limited coverage 

but a lower service cost. Three states are defined in Falowo’s model:

• State 1: User is not connected to any RAT.
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State 2: User is located outside hotspot and is connected to UMTS.

• State 3: User is located inside hotspot and is connected to WLAN. 

The state transition diagram of this model is shown in Fig. 5.3.

WLANUMTS

Figure 5.3: Falowo’s user state transition diagram [69]

From the above state transition diagram, the state transition probability matrix 

can then be established:

-Pi p2 p3
P21 p22 p23 . (5.23)

P31 P32 -^33

In the above matrix, pj refers to the transition rate from State i to State j. The 

steady state probabilities can then be solved using this matrix and the details are 

given in [69].

Falowo’s Markov model is relatively simple. In Falowo’s model, if a user is in 

the hotspot area, where both UMTS and WLAN can be accessed, the call will be
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allocated to WLAN only. In [70], a more complex model is proposed by Hasib et 

al. In Hasib’s model, the network topology is almost the same as Falowo’s. The 

only difference is that the UMTS network is replaced by a CDMA2000 network. Five 

states are defined in Hasib’s model:

• State 0: The user is not connected to any RAT.

• State 1: The user is located outside hotspot and is connected to CDMA2000.

• State 2: The user is located inside hotspot and is connected to CDMA2000.

• State 3: The user is located inside hotspot and is connected to both CDMA2000 

and WLAN.

• State 4: The user is located inside hotspot and is connected to WLAN.

The state transition diagram is shown in Fig. 5.4.

Pb

Figure 5.4: Hasib’s user state transition diagram [70]
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5.3 Proposed user level Markov models

In this section, new user level Markov models are proposed for a three co-located 

RATs network based on an extension of the two co-located RATs Markov models 

discussed above. The network topology is shown in Fig. 5.5. User level Markov 

models for two scenarios are proposed and two basic RAT selection algorithms, LB 

based and service based algorithms are analyzed using the proposed user level Markov 

models.

Hotspot

Out of hotspot area, 
GERAN/UTRAN 

coverage only

Figure 5.5: Network topology for proposed Markov models

5.3.1 Scenario 1

Scenario 1 only considers a very simple model, it is assumed that users only arrive 

and move within the hotspot area. Four states are defined in this model:

• State 0: The user is not connected to any RAT.
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• State 1: The user is connected to GERAN

• State 2: The user is connected to UTRAN

• State 3: The user is connected to WLAN

Fig. 5.6 presents the user state transition diagram. Let Po, Pi, P2, and P3 be the 

probabilities of a user being in States 0, 1, 2, and 3 respectively. The state transition 

matrix is:

Ao Pol P02 Pm

Ao Pll P12 Pn

P20 P21 P22 P23

P30 Pzi P32 P33

(5.24)

where P0o is the probability of the user staying in State 0; P01, P02, and P03 are 

the probabilities of a new call being allocated to GERAN, UTRAN, and WLAN 

respectively; Pi2, Pi3, P21, A3, An, and P32 are VHO probabilities; P1U P22, and P33 

are probabilities that an ongoing call will stay in the RAT that is currently serving 

it. 0 < P%j < 1 for i,j = 0,1,2,3. According to the law of total probability:

55 a, = 1, * = 0,1,2,3.
3=0

(5.25)

The steady state probabilities can be solved using [68]:

— 7T • P. (5.26)
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State 0

/ Pl3

State 1 State 3

State 2

Figure 5.6: User state transition diagram of the proposed Markov model

where n is the state probability vector given by tt = [P05 Pi, P2, T3]. Since a user can 

only be in one of the four states at any point of time:

Po + Pi + P2 + P3 = 1- (5.27)

User level analysis for LB based RAT selection algorithm

In order to work out the steady state probabilities, firstly, we need to determine all 

state transition rates in (5.24). In a LB based RAT selection algorithm, users are 

allocated to the least loaded RAT. The following weighting parameter is introduced:

1 if Li = min(LG,Lu,Lw),
fi=< i = 1,2,3. (5.28)

I 0 if Li 7^ min(LG, Ly, Lw),

where Lq, Ljj , and Lw are the loads of GERAN, UTRAN, and WLAN respectively.
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It is assumed that new calls arrive according to a Poisson process with a mean 

arrival rate of A. Call duration h is exponentially distributed with a mean of 1 /fi. 

The call completion probability is:

Pterm /^- (5.29)

The new call arriving probability is:

Pnew = A (5.30)

It is assumed that call completion probabilities are independent of the RAT in which 

the call is allocated:

PlO — P20 = P3O — Pterm• (5.31)

The probability of a user staying in the idle state is:

^00 — 1 — Pnew• (5.32)

The probabilities of an ongoing call to stay in it’s current RAT or VHO to GERAN, 

UTRAN, and WLAN can be solved using:

Pij = (1 - Pterm)fj, where ij = 1,2,3. (5.33)
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From (5.26), we can get:

/
Pq — PqqPq + P10P1 + P20P2 + P30P3

Pi — P01P0 + P11P1 + P21P2 + P31P3
(5.34)

P2 — P02P0 + P12 P1 + P22P2 + P32P3

P3 — P03P0 + P13P1 + P23P2 + P33P3

By using (5.27) and (5.34) , the steady state probabilities can then be worked out:

User level analysis for service based RAT selection algorithm

Two types of users, voice and data users are considered. In a service based RAT 

selection algorithm, voice users are allocated to GERAN, UTRAN, and WLAN in 

order and data users are allocated in the inverse order [33]. It is assumed that a new 

user is randomly determined as a voice or data user and the probabilities of the user 

to be a voice user and a data user are defined as PVOiCe and Pdata respectively, where

The entire third row of the state transition matrix (shown in (5.24)) is zero because 

a user will not be allocated to UTRAN when GERAN and WLAN have sufficient 

capacities. The probabilities of a new user to be allocated to GERAN and WLAN 

are:

(5.35)

Pl = (1 - Pul,erm

(5.37)

01 * new* voice (5.38)
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Pq3 PnewPdata L (5.39)

In the service based algorithm, a voice user allocated to GERAN and a data user 

allocated to WLAN will be served by that RAT until call termination. Therefore,

II

00

II 1

ft (5.40)

P22 — 0. (5.41)

The calculations of P00, P10, and P30 are the same as that of the LB based algorithm

case. According to the assumptions, the other state transition probabilities are all 0.

By using (5.26) and (5.27), the steady state probabilities can then be worked out:

Po Pterin / ( Pterm T Pnew ) ? (5.42)

Pi Pnew I voice,! (Pterm, T Pnew)-) (5.43)

p2 = 0, (5.44)

P3 PnewPdata / (Pterm T Pnew)- (5.45)

5.3.2 Scenario 2

In Scenario 2, it is assumed that users can move out of the hotspot area. In this case, 

more user states need to be defined:

• State 0: The user is not connected to any RAT

• State 1: The user is within the hotspot area and connected to GERAN

• State 2: The user is within the hotspot area and connected to UTRAN
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State 3: The user is within the hotspot area and connected to WLAN

• State 4: The user is out of the hotspot area and connected to GERAN

• State 5: The user is out of the hotspot area and connected to UTRAN

Let P0, Pi, P2, P3, P4, and P5 be the probabilities of a user being in States 0, 1, 

2, 3, 4, and 5 respectively. According to the law of total probability,

Po + Pi + P2 + P3 + P4 + P5 — L (5.46)

The state transition matrix is:

Poo Al P02 Po 3 Po4 Po5

Pio Pn Pl2 A3 P14 As

P20 P21 P22 P23 p24 As

P30 Ai P32 P33 P34 As

P40 P41 P42 As P44 As

P50 Ai P52 A3 P54 P55

(5.47)

The following definitions are made. The probability of a user residing in the hotspot 

area is Pin. The probability of a user residing outside the hotspot area Pout — 1 — Pin 

and the probability of a new user arriving in the hotspot area PnewJi — Pnew Pin- The 

probability of a new user arriving outside the hotspot area is then to be PnewPout- 

The probability of a user exiting the hotspot area during a session is Pex and the 

probability of a user entering the hotspot area during a session is Pen. By assuming 

that the numbers of users moving into and out of the hotspot area is the same on 

average, the following equilibrium equation applies:
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PzxPin PsnPouti U)hCT3 0 ^ Pin ^ 1. (5.48)

User level analysis for LB based RAT selection algorithm

One more parameter is introduced except for the weighting parameter /* used in 

Scenario 1:
1 if Li — miniLc, Lw),

9l ={ i = l,2. (5.49)
I 0 if Li ^ min(LG, Lw),

where Lq and Lw are the loads of GERAN and WLAN respectively. As in Scenario 

1, the elements in the probability matrix are computed first. The call completion

probabilities are:

Pi 0 — P20 — P30 — P40 — ^50 Pterm• (5.50)

The state transition probabilities of a new call is:

Poo = 1 — Pnew> (5.51)

Poi Pnew-hfit VjhcTC % 1, 2, 3, (5.52)

Po4 ~ PnewPoutQl') (5.53)

-^05 PnewPout92' (5.54)

By assuming that an ongoing call will initially connect to the RAT currently serving 

it when the user crosses the hotspot boundary, then,

P42 P43 = P51 = P53 7 Pl5 P24 0, (5.55)
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The other VHO probabilities are:

-P41 = P52 = Pen( 1 - Pterm), (5-56)

Pl4 ~ Pex{l ~ Pterm), (5.57)

^34 = Pex( 1 - Pterm)Q\, (5-58)

P25 = PeX(l- Pterm), (5.59)

P35 = Pexi} ~ Pterm)92- (5.60)

The probabilities of an active call staying in the hotspot area can be calculated using:

Pij = (1 - Pterm) (1 ~ Pex) fi, where i,j = 1,2,3. (5.61)

The probabilities of an active call staying outside the hotspot area are:

P44 — -P54 — (1 Pterm) {1 ~ Pen)pl> (5.62)

P45 — P55 = (1 — -Pterm) (1 “ Pen)92, (5.63)

By using (5.26) and (5.46), the steady state probabilities can then be worked out:

Pb Pterm/(Pterm T Pnew), (5.64)

P3 = Pnew-hf3pQ + (1 — Pterm) {1 — Pex)f$Pin, (5.65)

P _ ClfflPp + Q?(PnewJiflP3 + (1 ~ Pterm) (1 ~ Pex)flPjn) + c29\Pz + c?>9lPout

1 — ^2 Pen (1 — Pterm)

P5 = Pout ~ P4,
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(5.68)

P2 ~ PnewJi/*2-^0 + (1 ~ Pterm) ~ + Pen{ 1 — Pterm)^55 (5.69)

where ci = 1 - PnewJi,

C-2 Pex (1 Pterm ) ?

^3 (1 -^term)(l Pen) ■

User level analysis for service based RAT selection algorithm

For a service based RAT selection algorithm, similar to Scenario 1, the state transition 

probabilities can be calculated as follows:

Pi = Pnew-hflP3 + (1 ~ Pterm) {1 ~ Pex)f\Pin + Peni)- ~ Pterm)P4,

Pol Pnew JiPvoice i (5.70)

to II o (5.71)

^~03 Pnew-hPdatai (5.72)

Pq4 PnewPoutPvoice, (5.73)

P()5 Pnew Pout Pdata-) (5.74)

P35 ~ Pex{ 1 Pterm) i (5.75)

P\2 ~ P\3 — P21 P22 = Pn P32 0, (5.76)

P23 ~ (1 — Pterm) (1 Pex), (5.77)

P44 = P55 = (1 — Pterm) (1 “ Pen), (5.78)

C
n II II o (5.79)
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The calculations of other state transition probabilities are same as the LB based 

algorithm case. Again, by using (5.26) and (5.46), the steady state probabilities can 

be solved:

PO Pterm/(Pterm T Pnew), (5.80)

P4 = [Cl X PvoiCeP3 + C2d]P0/(l - d2)\/[ 1 - c2d3/( 1 - d2) - c3], (5.81)

P5 — Pout — Pa, (5.82)

P2 = dsx P5, (5.83)

P3 = (PnewJi X PdataPo + ^2^2)/(l “ ^2), (5.84)

Pi - P*n - P2 - P3, (5.85)

where cx = PnewPout,

^2 Pex (1 Pterm ) 5 

c3 “ (1 — Pterm) (1 — Pen) 5 

dl PnewJiPvoice,

— (l Pterm) (1 Pex), 

d3 Pen (1 Pterm ) 5

Pout — [CiP0 + C2(l — Po)]/ (1 + C2 — C3), 

Pm = 1 — Pq — Pont*

5.4 Summary

This chapter reviews a number of user level Markov models and proposes new user 

level Markov models for a three overlapped RATs network (GERAN/UTRAN/WLAN) 

LB based and service based RAT selection algorithms have been analyzed using the
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proposed Markov models. The proposed Markov models are designed for two scenar

ios, users only staying in the hotspot area and users moving within the whole network 

coverage area. By using the proposed user level Markov models, the probabilities of a 

user being in different states can be derived mathematically so that it can be known, 

at which situation, a user will be allocated to which RAT, given the RAT selection 

algorithm being used, the call type, and other related information. Because the user 

level Markov models are relatively simple, simulations results are not included for 

validation purpose.
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Chapter 6

Network level Markov models

In the last chapter, user level Markov models have been discussed. In this chapter, 

network level Markov models, which are used to analyze the overall system perfor

mance, are studied. In this chapter, a number of well known network level Markov 

models are reviewed and a new network level Markov model is proposed.

6.1 Review of network level Markov models

In [30, 70], a two-dimensional network level Markov model is proposed by Hasib et 

al. for a co-located CDMA2000/WLAN network (shown in Fig. 6.1). In this model, 

the capacities of CDMA2000 and WLAN are represented by an integer number of 

channels: C\ and C2 represent the maximum numbers of channels in CDMA2000 and 

WLAN respectively. A portion of CDMA2000 channels are reserved for HO calls. A 

predefined threshold Cth is set and if the number of occupied CDMA2000 channels 

reach Cth, only HO calls will be accepted. A transition from State (i,j) to State (i+l,j) 

or (i,j+l) represents a new call arrival; a transition from State (i,j) to State (i-1 J) or
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(i,j-l) represents a call completion; and a transition from State (i,j) to State (i+lj-l) 

or (i-l,j+l) represents a VHO. In Hasib’s model, it is assumed that new calls arrive at 

WLAN and CDMA2000 according to a Poisson distribution with mean arrival rates 

of An_M and An_M respectively. A^ is the horizontal HO rate of CDMA2000, A^ and 

Ah_M are the VHO call arrival rates of WLAN and CDMA2000 respectively; fx is the 

average call completion rate, v is the mean macrocell boundary crossing rate, and a 

is the sum of /x and v. User mobility in this model is reflected by call boundary cross 

rates, which are dependent on call duration and call residential time in the hotspot. 

More details of this mobility model can be found in [71].

C*+i, i

/

A UQ

Figure 6.1: Hasib’s network state transition diagram [70]

By solving the steady state probabilities of the Markov model using the iterative 

power method, a set of useful performance metrics can be expressed as follows [70]: 

New call blocking probability in CDMA2000, Pnb:

c C*2
^=EEntr (6.1)

i=Cth i-Cth
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Handover call blocking probability in CDMA2000, Phb:

c2
= (6*2)

3=0

New and handover call blocking probabilities in WLAN, Pnb.wian and Phb.wian-

Overall throughput T:

Prnb.wlan = P,hb-wlan

C i

i=0
(6.3)

T — Uij(iRw + j'-Rl), (6-4)
hJ

where i?vv and are the basic channel data rates of CDMA2000 and WLAN re

spectively. Detailed derivations of the above performance parameters can be found 

in [70].

Hasib’s Markov model provides a good starting point for analytically evaluating 

RAT selection algorithm performance. Both VHO and user mobility aspects are con

sidered in his model. However, service differentiation is not considered in Hasib’s 

model. In [72], a two-dimensional network level Markov model is presented. In this 

model, voice and data users are differentiated, however, it is for a single RAT only. In 

[73, 74], a four-dimensional Markov model designed for a co-located GERAN/UTRAN 

network is proposed by Gelabert et al. The state transition diagram of this model is 

shown in Fig. 6.2. In Gelabert’s model, two types of users, voice and data are consid

ered. S(ij,k,i) represents a state in which i voice users and j data users are currently 

served in GERAN; k voice users and / data users are currently served in UTRAN. 

Voice and data users consume different amounts of resources and have different pri

orities. In this model, GERAN load is represented by an integer number of channels.
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One voice user is allocated to one GERAN channel and up to three data users can 

share one GERAN channel dependent on the traffic load. The UTRAN load Ljj is 

calculated by load factors of voice and data calls [74]:

Lu = + I)"1 + i[ + !]-', (6.5)
(Eb/N0)v J l(Eb/N0)d 

where W is the WCDMA chip rate, R^v is the bit rate for voice users, R^d is the 

bit rate for data users, (Et}/N0)v is the signal energy per bit to noise spectral density 

ratio for voice users, (E^/N^d is the signal energy per bit to noise spectral density 

ratio for data users.

t/+1)A

Figure 6.2: Gelabert’s network state transition diagram [74]

As shown in Fig. 6.2, an arbitrary state can transit to one of eight other

states. However, these states must be feasible states, which should meet the following 

requirements [74]:
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0 < i/C + j/(ncC) < 1, (6.6)

where C is the number of GERAN channels and nc is the maximum number of data 

users allowed to share one channel, and

o <Lu< T)max, (6.7)

where rjmax is the load factor threshold. In Fig. 6.2, A*, and Ad represent the arrival 

rates of voice and data calls respectively; (iv and fid represent the completion rates 

of voice and data calls respectively; and p represents the fraction of user terminals 

with multimode capabilities, a and (3 are state transition rate parameters, which are 

dependent on the RAT selection algorithm.

Compared to Hasib’s model, in Gelabert’s model, service types can be differen

tiated. Another advantage of Gelabcrt’s model is that it is more generic so that it 

can be applied to different RAT selection algorithms by changing parameters a and 

/?. However, Gelabert’s model has some limitations too. Firstly, user mobility is not 

considered in Gelabert’s model. Another limitation of Gelabert’s model is that it 

only can be used for initial RAT selection but not VHO.

6.2 Proposed network level Markov models

The network level Markov models discussed above only considers a two co-located 

RATs scenario. In this section, a three co-located RATs scenario will be considered 

and the performance of two basic RAT selection algorithms, LB based and service 

based algorithms, are evaluated in terms of call blocking probability. The proposed 

three dimensional Markov model is not only an extension of the existing two co-
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located RATs models but is a more complex model with different state transitions. 

Compared to the existing network level Markov model, the proposed model considers 

both service differentiation and user mobility aspects.

The topology of the heterogeneous wireless network is shown in Fig. 6.3. Three 

RATs are included in this model: GERAN, UTRAN, and WLAN. A GERAN cell 

and a UTRAN cell overlap with each other while a WLAN cell with smaller coverage 

area is located in the center of GERAN/UTRAN cells.

Hotspot

Out of hotspot area, 
GERAN/UTRAN 

coverage only

Figure 6.3: Network topology 

The following assumptions are made:

1) In order to simplify the model, the RAT capacity is represented by an integer 

number of channels. GERAN, UTRAN, and WLAN are allocated with C\, C2, and 

C3 basic channels, respectively.

2) Every call (i.e., real time or non real time) will be allocated to a channel in one of 

the three RATs.
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3) New calls arrive according to a Poisson process with a mean arrival rate of An. The 

call duration is exponentially distributed with a mean of 1 /ji. So, the call completion 

rate is /z. Hence, the average offered traffic load N is An/ji according to the Little’s 

law.

4) The probability of a new call originating within the hotspot area is PUSerh, which is 

independent of the type of service. The probability of a user exiting the hotspot area 

during a session is /iex. The probability of a user entering the hotspot area during a 

session is fien. By assuming that the number of users moving into and the number 

of users moving out of the hotspot area are the same on average, the relationship 

between fiex and /ien is given by

ft ex Puserh /Un(l Puserh)'! 0 ^ Puserh ^ T (6-8)

5) It is assumed that the VHO algorithm is coverage driven. For every new call, an 

initial RAT selection is carried out. VIIOs will be considered when a user crosses the 

boundary of the hotspot area. When an active user moves into the hotspot area, a 

VHO from GERAN or UTRAN to WLAN may occur because the user has more RAT 

options. When an active user moves out of the hotspot area, a VHO from WLAN to 

GERAN or UTRAN may occur because WLAN does not have coverage in the out of 

hotspot area. VHOs between GERAN and UTRAN will not happen.

In general, one can characterize the above scenario using a three-dimensional 

Markov model as shown in Fig. 6.4. Let represents a state in which z, j, and

k users are served in GERAN, UTRAN, and WLAN, respectively. The feasibility of 

a state depends on the maximum number of calls that can be simultaneously served 

in each RAT. Let S denote a set of feasible states; a state S^j^) £ S if 0 < i < Ci, 

0 < j < C2, and 0 < k < C3.
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J Xgu(i +1J-1, k)f y,ug(i.j, k)

<Xgw(i+\j,k-\) \ Xgw(ij,k\

Xvuiij.k) \ Xwu(ij-\.k+Y)' 

\ ^£(/-1.7+1, kilXgu(i,j, k) f

Figure 6.4: State transition diagram for the proposed three dimensional Markov model

For any feasible state theoretically, it can transit to one of 12 other states

if they are feasible (as shown in Fig. 6.4). Transitions from state to states

1^), and Spj^+i) represent a new call arrival in GERAN, UTRAN, 

and WLAN respectively. Transitions from state to states Sy_i,j,/c), Syj-1^) and

1) represent a call completion in GERAN, UTRAN, and WLAN respectively. 

Transitions from state to the other six states means VHOs. For every new call,

an initial RAT selection is performed. An9, Anu, and Xnw represent new call arrival 

rates to GERAN, UTRAN, and WLAN, respectively; Let define Xug and Xwg as VHO 

call arrival rates from UTRAN and WLAN to GERAN, respectively; Xgu and A^ 

as VHO call arrival rates from GERAN and WLAN to UTRAN, respectively; and 

finally, Xgw and Xuw as VHO call arrival rates from GERAN and UTRAN to WLAN, 

respectively.
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Let define P(ij,k) as the steady state probability of the system being in state 

The following steady state balance equation for any state £ S can be written,

Rates In = Rates Out. (6-9)

An indicator function 5(ij,k) is defined to exclude noil-feasible states in the above 

balance equation:

X _ f 1 e 3,

I 0 otherwise.

From the state transition diagram shown in Fig. 6.4, the balance equation for a state
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E S can be derived asS(i,j,k)

P(ij,k)[^ng(ij,k)fi(i+lj,k) + ^nu(ij,k)3(i,j+l,k)

4" ^nw(i,j,k)3(ij,k-\-l) 4~ ^A^(z— l,j,k) “b —l,fc)

+ kflS^k-l) + Xgu(ij,k)5(i-l,j+l,k) + ^gw(i,j,k)<5(i-l,j,k+l)

+ Kg(i,j,k)d(i+lj-l,k) + Kw(i,j,k)$(i,j-l,k+l)

"b ^wg(i,j,k)fi(i+l,j,k-l) + ^wu(i,j,k)3(i,j + l,k-l)]

= /i(i. + l)P(i+1jjk)&(i+lj,k) + MO’ + l)^(zj + l,A:)%j+l,/c)

+ fj,(k + l)P(zJ,/c+l)%j,/c+l)

(6.11)

+ Anu(i J -1 ,/c) -P(zJ — 1,/c) j -1 ,k)

"b ^nw(i,j,k-l)-P(i,j,k-l)ti(i,j,k-l)

4 Xyjgli-i^k + ^Pii-ljMV^i-UjMl)

4- ^gu(i+l ,j — l,k) P(i+ l,j-l,k)^(i-\-l,j — l,k)

4- Km(i,j-l,k+l)P(hj-l,k+l)$(iJ-l,k+l)

4- ^gw{i+l,3,k-l)P(i+lj,k-l)b{i+\,j,k-l)

4- Kw(ij+l,k-l)P(i,j+l,k-l)5(ij + l,k-l)-

The steady state probabilities can then be solved using (6.8) and the following con

straint equation:
C1 c2 c3
2 £ 2 p(* j.fc)
z=0 j =0 /c=0

= i. (6.12)

By knowing the steady state probabilities, some useful performance metrics can be

achieved, which will be discussed later in Section 6.2.3.
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6.2.1 LB based RAT selection algorithm

Let Lq, Lu, and Lw be defined as the loads of GERAN, UTRAN, and WLAN after 

accepting a new call when the system is currently in state £ S respectively,

Lg —

Lrr —

Lw —

i + 1
a ’

i±l
c2 ’

k + 1
~cT'

(6.13)

(6.14)

(6.15)

A user will not be accepted by a RAT if its load exceeds 1. In order to determine 

which RAT should be selected for a user, the following load weighting parameters is 

introduced:

1 if Lg < min(LU: Lw)

1/2 if Lg — min(Lu, Lw) & Ljj 7^ Lw 

1/3 if Lg = Ljj = Lw 

0 if Lg 7^ min(LG, Ay, lw),

(6.16)

1 if Lg < Lu

a2- 1/2 if Lg — Lu

0 if Lg > Ly,

1 if Lu < min(LG, lw)

1/2 if Lu — ram(A?, Lw) & LG 7^ lw
<

1/3 if Lg — Lu — Lw 

0 if A/ 7^ min(LG, Ay, lw),

(6.17)

(6.18)
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&2(i,j,fc) - < (6.19)1/2 if Lq — Ly 

0 if Ly > Lg ,

1 if Lw < min(LG, Ly)

1/2 if Lw — min(LG, Ly) & Lg Ly
C{h.j,k) = \ (6.20)

1/3 if Lq = Ly — Lw 

0 ii Lw rnin(LG, Ly, Lw),\

where ai^fc), &i(ij,fc), and C{i,j,k) are parameters used to determine the probabilities 

of a call to be allocated to GERAN, UTRAN, and WLAN respectively, if it is located

inside the hotspot area, a^^k) + h(ijtk) + = 1* Parameters a2(ijik) and l>2(ij,k)

are used to determine the probabilities of a call to be allocated to GERAN and 

UTRAN respectively, when it is located outside the hotspot area. a2(ijtk) + ^2(ij,k) = 

1. The new call arrival rates can then be calculated as follows:

^ng(i,j,k) ^•nF>userhOjl(i,j,k) T An(l Puserh) ^2(iJ^k) ? (6.21)

^nu(i,j,k) — userhbl(i,j,k) T An(l Puserh) b2(i,j,k) 7 (6.22)

^nw(i,j,k) ^nPuserhC(i,j,k) •> (6.23)

It should be noticed that:

T “t~ ^71 (6.24)

The VHO call arrival rates are:

^u>g(i,j,k) hPZX&2 {i,j,k): (6.25)



^wu(i,j,k) kPexb2(i ,j,k)i (6.26)

^gw(i,j,k) ^(1 Puserh) (6.27)

^uw(i,j,k) jiX Puserh) PenC(i,j,k)'i (6.28)

^gu(i,j,k) = ^ug(i,j,k) = 0. (6.29)

6.2.2 Service based RAT selection algorithm

A service based RAT selection algorithm is proposed in [33]. In this algorithm, RT 

users are allocated in the following order: 1) GERAN, 2) UTRAN, 3) WLAN and 

NRT users are allocated in the inverse order: 1) WLAN, 2) UTRAN, 3) GERAN. 

Let us define Prt as the probability of a RT call arrival and Pnrt as the probability of 

a NRT call arrival. Prt + Pnrt = 1.

In order to determine the RAT that will be selected for a user, the following 

weighting parameters are used:

1 if Lq < 1 

0 if else,
(6.30)

d2(i,j,k) -
1 if Lw > 1 & Lu > 1 & Lq < 1 

0 if else,
(6.31)

d-3 (i,j,k) — <
1

0

el{i,j,k) ~
1

0

if Lu > 1 & Lq < 1 

if else,

if Lq > 1 & Lu ^ 1 

if else,

(6.32)

(6.33)
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e2(M,fc) - <
1 if Lw > 1 & Ljj < 1 

0 if else,
(6.34)

1 if Ljj < 1
(6.35)e3(ij,fc) -

0 if else,

1 if Lq > 1 & Ljj > 1 & L\y ^ 1 

0 if else,
(6.36)

0 if else,

1 if Lw < 1
(6.37)

where and ei(i,j,k) are parameters used to determine the probabilities of a

RT call to be allocated to GERAN and UTRAN respectively. Parameters 

and e2(ij,k) are used to determine the probabilities of a NRT call to be allocated 

to GERAN and UTRAN respectively when it is located inside the hotspot area. 

Parameters d^ij^k) and are used to determine the probabilities of a NRT call

to be allocated to GERAN and UTRAN respectively when it is located outside the 

hotspot area. Parameters and f2(i,j,k) are used to determine the probabilities

of a RT call and a NRT call to be allocated to WLAN respectively. New call arrival 

rates can then be calculated as follows:

(6.38)

^nu(i,j,k) ^n{^Prt^l(i,j,k) T d^USerh-Pnrt^2(iJ,k)

+ (1 PUserh)Pnrt^'2>(ij,k))')

(6.39)
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^nw(i,j,k) ^nPuserh(Prtfl(zj,/c) d~ Pnrtf2{i,j,k)]') (6.40)

The VHO call arrival rates are:

^wg(i,j,k) kPex{,Prtd\{i,j,k) 4" Rnr£^3(z J ,/c)) , (6.41)

^wu(i,j,k) kPex(Prt€l(i,j,k) T Pnrt&3(i,j,k)) 7 (6.42)

^gw(i,j,k) ^(1 Puserh)Pen f2(i,j,k) 7 (6.43)

^uw{i,j,k) j(l Puserh)Pen f2(i,j,k) •> (6.44)

^gu(i,j,k) ^ug(i,j,k) 0- (6.45)

6.2.3 Numerical Results

In this section, Markov chain validation and performance comparison between LB 

based and service based RAT selection algorithms have been conducted. An iterative 

power method is used to solve the steady state probabilities. After working out the 

steady state probabilities, the average carried traffic (average number of users) for 

every RAT can be derived as follows:

^A iP{ij,k)7 (6.46)

^A jP(i,J,k)7 (6.47)

/*A kP{i,j,k)7 (6.48)
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where NG, Nu, and Nw are the average traffic carried in GERAN, UTRAN, and 

WLAN respectively. The call blocking probability, including new call and VHO call 

blocking probabilities, can be computed by:

B = 1 -
Ng + Nv + Nw 

N
(6.49)

Table 6.1 summarizes network and traffic parameters. A parameter will be set to its 

default value if it is not a variable.

Table 6.1: Network and traffic parameters

Number of channels
3 for GERAN, 3 for 
UTRAN and 9 for 
WT.AN

Default average traffic load N 10 Erlangs
Default value of PUSerh 0.5
Default value of Pex 0.5
Default value of Prt 0.5

Markov model validation

In order to validate the proposed Markov chain model, numerical and simulation 

results are compared. Simulation results are obtained by using the LB and service 

based algorithms discussed before. The simulation tool is MATLAB. Figs. 6.5 and 

6.6 present the call blocking probability patterns with the increase of average traffic 

load for LB based and service based algorithms respectively. It can be seen that 

the analytical and simulated results match very closely, which validates the proposed 

Markov model.
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Markov results 
Simulation results

Average traffic load(Erlangs)

Figure 6.5: Call blocking probability for LB based RAT selection algorithm

■B— Markov results 
-Q— Simulation results

Average traffic load T (Erlangs)

Figure 6.6: Call blocking probability for service based RAT selection algorithm

Performance comparison

Figs. 6.7 to 6.9 compare the performance of LB based and service based RAT selection 

algorithms in terms of call blocking probability using the proposed Markov model.
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These figures present the call blocking probability patterns under varying traffic loads, 

probabilities of users arriving within the hotspot area, and probabilities of a call being 

real time respectively. The results present that in terms of call blocking probability, 

LB based algorithm performs better than service based algorithm, especially in the 

case of high Prt. Fig. 6.9 proves that the variation of Prt has no influence on LB 

based algorithm, because it does not consider user service types when making RAT 

selection decisions. However, for the service based RAT selection algorithm, with the 

increase of PrU the call blocking probability will increase. This is because RT users 

within the hotspot are allocated to GERAN and UTRAN first, which reduces the 

capacity available for users out of the hotspot area.

-©— LB based algorithm 
-a— Service based algorithm

Average traffic load(Erlangs)

Figure 6.7: Call blocking probability comparison between LB based and service based 
algorithms under varying traffic loads
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0.45

O— LB based algorithm 

-a— Service based algorithm

01------ 1-------1------ 1------ 1-------1-------1-------1-------
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Probability of users arriving within the hotspot

Figure 6.8: Call blocking probability comparison between LB based and service based 
algorithms under varying probabilities of a user arriving within the hotspot area

-0— LB based algorithm 
-a— Service based algorithm

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
Probability of a call being real time (Prt)

Figure 6.9: Call blocking probability comparison between LB based and service based 
algorithms under varying probabilities of a call being real time

In this work, the proposed Markov model is used to evaluate the load balancing 

based and service based algorithms. However, this model can be used to evaluate any
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algorithms proposed in the future by changing the transfer rates between different 

states. Compared to numerical simulations, the Markov model approach has its 

advantage. The accuracy of a numerical simulation is depended on the number of 

samples. More samples in the simulation, more accurate results can be obtained. 

However, longer simulation time will be caused. If the simulation model is simple, it 

may not be a serious problem; however, if the simulation model is very complex, the 

simulation time may be too long to wait. A proper theoretical model can solve this 

problem by obtain accurate results in an acceptable time constraint.

6.3 Summary

In this Chapter, existing network level Markov models for RAT selection algorithms 

are reviewed and a new three-dimensional network level Markov model for the perfor

mance evaluation of RAT selection algorithms in a co-located GERAN/UTRAN/WLAN 

network is proposed. Compared to the existing network level Markov model, the 

proposed model considers both service differentiation and mobility issues. Numer

ical results obtained from this model are validated by simulation results. The LB 

and service based RAT selection algorithms have been compared using the proposed 

Markov model. Numerical results show that the LB based algorithm outperforms the 

service based algorithm in terms of call blocking probability. In general, a more real

istic Markov model requires more dimensions. However, it may be computationally 

insolvable. A tradeoff between reality and computational solvability has to be made 

before a Markov model is designed.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and future work

This chapter summaries the thesis contributions and discusses potential directions for 

future research in the RAT selection area.

7.1 Summary of contributions

The research work in this thesis focuses on the RAT selection part of the CRRM area. 

This thesis contains the following contributions.

1. This thesis evaluates the effects of load threshold setting on the performance 

of LB based RAT selection algorithm for real time traffic. It is found that setting 

a proper load threshold may achieve a more balanced load distribution among over

lapped RATs. However, it also may cause higher DR/VHO probability and in turn 

higher signaling overhead and blocking/dropping probability. Tradeoffs need to be 

conducted before making decisions.

2. This thesis evaluates the performance of three RAT selection algorithms, LB 

based using maximum resource consumption, LB based using minimum resource con
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sumption, and service based algorithms, for a co-located GERAN/UTRAN/WLAN 

network. Simulation results show that in terms of blocking probability, the service 

based algorithm is the worst algorithm when the traffic load is high. In terms of data 

throughput, the LB based using maximum resource consumption algorithm performs 

better than the other two algorithms when the traffic load is low, however, the ser

vice based algorithm outperforms the other two algorithms when the traffic load is 

high. In terms of throughput fairness, the service based algorithm achieves the best 

performance.

3. This thesis studies the relationship between overall downlink data throughput, 

user satisfaction rate, and path loss threshold in the NCCB algorithm. It is found that 

the overall throughput will start to decrease if the path loss threshold above a certain 

value, referred to as PL. The larger the cell size, the higher the value of PL (130 dB 

for a cell size of 2km x 2km and 140 dB for a cell size of 4km x 4km). When the 

network load is low, the user satisfaction rate will keep increasing. When the network 

load becomes higher, the user satisfaction rate will start to decrease when the path 

loss threshold is above PL. When the network load is high, an optimum path loss 

threshold PL can be found in terms of both overall throughput and user satisfaction 

rate. However, when the network load is low, a tradeoff is required to balance the 

overall throughput and user satisfaction rate when the path loss threshold is above 

PL. The higher the path loss threshold is set, the lower the overall throughput but 

the higher the user satisfaction rate.

4. This thesis proposes two improved policy based RAT selection algorithms and 

compares them with the VG*VU algorithm proposed in the literature. It was found 

that the Proposed Policy Based Algorithm 2 outperforms the other two algorithms 

in a low to medium system load case while the proposed IN*VG*Load algorithm is 

the best choice for highly loaded networks. Network operators can select the most
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suitable solution according to system load estimation. For example, during busy 

hours, the proposed IN*VG*Load algorithm can be used while the Proposed Policy 

Based Algorithm 2 can be used at other times.

5. This thesis proposes new user level Markov models for a three co-located RATs 

network (GERAN/UTRAN/WLAN). LB and service based RAT selection algorithms 

have been mathematically analyzed using the proposed Markov model. The proposed 

Markov models are designed for two scenarios, users only staying in the hotspot area 

and users moving within the whole network coverage area. By using the proposed 

user level Markov model, it can be known which RAT a user will be allocated to, 

given related information, such as the environment, RAT selection algorithm, call 

type, etc.

6. This thesis proposes a new three-dimensional network level Markov model for 

performance evaluation of RAT selection algorithms in a co-located GERAN/UTRA- 

N/WLAN network. Compared to the existing network level Markov models, the 

proposed model considers both service differentiation and mobility issues. Numerical 

results obtained from the proposed model are validated by simulation results. The LB 

and service based RAT selection algorithms have been compared using the proposed 

Markov model. Numerical results show that the LB based algorithm outperforms the 

service based algorithm in terms of call blocking probability.

7.2 Future work

In this thesis, the performance of a number of RAT selection algorithms has been 

evaluated in terms of load threshold, fairness, throughput, blocking and dropping 

probabilities. In the future work, more performance metrics, such as packet delay, 

cost, operator’s revenue should be evaluated and the performance of more RAT se
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lection algorithms should be compared.

In this thesis, two improved policy based RAT selection algorithms have been 

proposed. However, the proposed algorithms are only for a co-located UMTS/GSM 

network. In the future work, a more generic algorithm should be proposed. The 

generic algorithm is expected to be applied to more types of RATs and is expected 

to make RAT selection decisions by considering both technical factors, such as user, 

service, and network properties and non-technical factors, such as cost and revenue.

In this thesis, simulation models are developed for specific RATs, such as GERAN, 

UTRAN, and WLAN. In the future work, a more generic simulation model should be 

developed. The generic simulation model is expected to be able to work for any type 

of RAT and be more realistic.

In this thesis, only voice and data users are simulated. In the future work, more 

types of users, such as video users, should be simulated.

In this thesis, improved user level and network level Markov models for a three 

co-located RAT scenario are proposed. However, in the proposed Markov models, the 

RAT capacity is represented by an integer number of channels, which is not realistic. 

In the future work, more realistic Markov models should be developed.

In this thesis, only blocking probability is evaluated using the proposed network 

level Markov model. In the future work, more performance metrics should be evalu

ated.

In this thesis, only two and three co-located RAT scenarios have been considered. 

In the future work, four or even more co-located RAT scenario will be considered.
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